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The Memorial Park AssociaƟon was founded in 1986 by Mrs. Judson (Ann Wright) Freeman as a Not-for-Profit 501(C)3 corporaƟon, for the purpose of preserving, restoring and
beauƟfying Memorial Park, keeping as closely as possible to the original 1922 design by
Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects. This Master Plan was funded in its enƟrety by the
Memorial Park AssociaƟon.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Memorial Park was born out of Jacksonville ci zens’ deep gra tude to those who served in The Great War
(World War I). The park honors 1,220 Floridians, men and women, white and black, who died in the conflict,
and whose names are inscribed on a parchment sealed in a lead box buried beneath the memorial plaza.
Tribute is paid by the striking figure known as Life, sculpted by the renowned ar st Charles Adrian Pillars of
St. Augus ne in 1923. It is the only memorial of that era that honors the sacrifices of ci zens from the en re
State of Florida. Development was funded en rely by private contribu ons, on land provided by the City of
Jacksonville.
The park itself was designed by the na onally pre-eminent firm of Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects
to serve as a welcoming urban oasis, as well as an appropriate se ng for the memorial. Considered one of
their very best small parks that s ll exists in this country, Memorial Park is listed on the Na onal Register of
Historic Places, as a key component of the Riverside-Avondale Historic District.
Since its dedica on on Christmas day, 1924, Memorial Park has served as a landmark for the city and as a
much-loved beauty spot for relaxa on and informal recrea on. Now nearing a century in age, this elegant
park shows the inevitable signs of wear and tear. It has had its ups and downs in the past, with plantings some mes ge ng overgrown, making law-abiding ci zens wary of entering, and frequent challenges in
keeping up with maintenance and repair.
For the past twenty-five years, the park has benefi ed from the stewardship of the Memorial Park Associaon (MPA), which seeks to preserve, restore and beau fy Memorial Park keeping as closely as possible to
the original Olmsted Brothers design. The MPA raises private funds for maintenance, to try to supplement
City resources, and has worked with the City to complete a number of improvement projects within the park.
These have been funded through a variety of public and private sources and have ranged from conserva on
work on the sculpture to replacement of dead or aging landscaping and trees, addi ons to the irriga on
system, repair or replacement of cast stone work, and the addi on of benches, fencing and lights. MPA volunteers also assist with landscape care.
Security in the park has improved significantly in recent years, as has maintenance. However, with its connued high usage and popularity, aging infrastructure and a history of limited maintenance funding, Memorial Park faces challenges for the restora on and repair of important historic elements, and for upda ng its
landscape and infrastructure to adapt to modern standards. Among these are ease of maintenance and
associated costs, water use, energy use, reducing chemical inputs, care for aging trees, landscape adapta on
to increasing shade, responding to salt water intrusion, and maintaining good visibility and illumina on for
the sake of visitor security and psychological comfort.

MASTER PLAN GOALS
The Master Plan for Memorial Park is designed to restore the luster of the park, enhance its appeal to today’s
visitors, and pass along intact to future genera ons the unique beauty and character of this spot. The Master Plan is a guideline for protec ng, enhancing and restoring as much as possible of the park’s historically
important and highly successful design, even while adap ng it to contemporary circumstances and needs.
Specific restora on goals include:
•
•

Addressing the condi on of cri cal infrastructure such as the bulkhead, park drainage and u lity services
(electricity, water) as needed to protect the site and support the way the park is used today.
Reducing the need for future maintenance and renova ons by upda ng and improving site u li es (such
as irriga on), fixtures (such as lights), soil condi ons, plant selec ons and other park elements to types
or materials that are more durable, longer-lived, lower-maintenance, more eﬃcient and/or be er suited
to site condi ons.
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•

Suppor ng an increased day-to-day presence of park management (MPA and community volunteers
and/or other personnel) that will enhance maintenance capabili es and deter vandalism and crime. The
Plan proposes a small park oﬃce to support opera ons.

•

Reaching out to the community, to increase awareness and enjoyment of the park, and encourage parcipa on in its support. Increased par cipa on will be vital for the sustainability of the restored park.

•

Providing for ongoing maintenance and conserva on of the memorial Life sculpture, and restoring and
maintaining opera on of the swirl fountain associated with it.

•

Repairing or replacing damaged and degraded park elements such as fencing, entrances and balustrades.

•

Removing modern elements that significantly impact the park’s historic resources and visual quality, such
as overhead wiring, u lity poles in walkways, or the sculpture ligh ng surface-mounted in the fountain.

•

Restoring damaged park furnishings such as benches and adap ng their design and/or placement to
minimize future vandalism or damage.

•

Minimizing future conflicts of trees’ roots at park walkways by renova ng the walks to a permeable, flexible paving system.

•

Further improving ligh ng levels and ligh ng aesthe cs in the park, including restora on of the original
ligh ng scheme along the riverfront balustrade, and replacing the sculpture ligh ng.

•

Improving the aesthe cs of park signage by developing a custom style, consolida ng signage and adjusting its loca ons to be er func on with park vistas and circula on pa erns.

•

Restoring the landscape design more closely to its original intent, reflec ng as much as possible the Olmsted Brothers’ design concepts of hor cultural and spa al variety within a harmonious whole; carefully
composed vistas and views; and a strong visual focus on the memorial sculpture.

•

Diversifying plan ngs to enhance year-round interest, while gearing selec ons towards well-suited, lower-maintenance plant types.

•

Restoring and/or preserving open spaces that help the park provide a variety of opportuni es for use and
enjoyment, as well as visual variety in the landscape.

•

Restoring important vistas and sightlines in the park, for aesthe cs and security, and providing guidelines
for their maintenance over me.

•

Building on the successes of previous renova ons and addi ons, incorpora ng later (non-historic) plantings that work with the overall design intent.

•

Removing trees and plants that are hazardous, invasive, in declining health or otherwise not well suited
to the site.

•

Rebuilding and improving the soil’s structure and ecosystem health, to enhance landscape performance
while reducing the need for chemical inputs.
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PARK OVERVIEW & SIGNIFICANCE
Memorial Park was born out of Jacksonville ci zens’ deep gra tude to those who served in The Great War
(World War I). The park honors 1,220 Floridians, men and women, white and black, who died in the conflict, and whose names are inscribed on a parchment sealed in a lead box buried beneath the memorial
plaza. The idea for the park was first put forward by George Hardee, President of the Jacksonville Rotary
Club, on November 12, 1918, the day a er the Armis ce that ended the war.
A Ci zens Commi ee in Jacksonville, led by Hardee and philanthropists Morgan V. Gress and Ninah Cummer, raised the money to commission the park’s bronze sculpture and to build the park. The first World
War had been an unexpectedly horrific, grueling five-year fight, with many millions of lives lost, and it
deeply aﬀected those who lived through it. The sculptor of the memorial, Charles Adrian Pillars of St.
Augus ne, was moved and inspired by what he saw as “the typical spirit of the boys who went overseas,”
sacrificing comfort, well-being or life itself to try to bring peace to a world full of strife, greed and hate. He
described his monument to them like this:
Spiritualized Life, symbolized by the winged figure of youth, rises triumphant from the swirl of wars’
chaos which engulfs humanity, and faces the future courageously.

Memorial Park, c. 1940-45 (COJ Planning Department)
For the layout of the park the Commi ee hired the na on’s pre-eminent design firm, Olmsted Brothers Landscape
Architects, of Brookline, Massachuse s. Along with providing an appropriate, emo onally powerful se ng that
would show the sculpture to best advantage, the firm sought to create an invi ng and beau ful space for the use
and enjoyment of all of Jacksonville’s ci zens. The park was designed to be “as simple as possible… to provide a place
for the public to come and seek as much rest and peace of body and mind as is possible in an area so small and so
close to streets and traﬃc.”
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The ini al sketch for the park shows the simple layout of a large central oval of lawn bordered by
a promenade, with entry walks leading in from five key points, all focused strongly on the sculpture set in a formal plaza (bo om center). The tree-lined “esplanade” lines the river’s edge, and
other plan ngs around the park provide variety, shade and a sense of enclosure, and frame views
to the memorial. (Pren ss French for Principal J. F. Dawson, Olmsted Brothers Plan #5151-2, February 1922. Courtesy Olmsted Na onal Historic Site, Na onal Park Service [Olmsted NHS].)

Memorial Park, 2011 (COJ Parks Department)
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Plan #5151-3, Olmsted Brothers, February 1922 (Courtesy Olmsted NHS). “The figure and the globe,
in the se ng we have suggested, will dominate the whole park in a dignified way and will be seen in
pleasing silhoue e against the distant sky line, not only from within the park but from at least one
stretch of [the] main road….” (Olmsted Brothers Correspondence, Library of Congress)

Under the guidance of the Ci zens Commi ee and with support from the City of Jacksonville, Memorial
Park was completed and dedicated on Christmas day, 1924. It has been a landmark for the city ever since.
It has had its ups and downs, with periods where the plan ngs were overgrown and law-abiding ci zens
were wary of entering, and frequent challenges in keeping up with maintenance and repair, yet today
Memorial Park remains a much-loved and peaceful oasis, where Jacksonvillians from all walks of life feel
welcomed and refreshed by visits to this very special place.
5

Memorial Park was listed on the Na onal Register of Historic Places as a key part of the Riverside-Avondale
Historic District in 1985. Since 1987, it has been tended and improved by the Memorial Park Associa on
(MPA), a non-profit ci zens group, under an Adopt-A-Park agreement with the City of Jacksonville. The
MPA seeks to preserve, restore and beau fy Memorial Park keeping as closely as possible to the original Olmsted Brothers design. The MPA has raised private funds and secured grants for numerous improvements
and has provided guidance to City projects to help ensure consistency with the park’s historic design.

SIGNIFICANCE
Memorial Park stands as a moving tribute to those who serve, as well as a much-loved oasis of beauty in
the city, welcoming all comers. It also represents a master work of park design by na onally significant
figures, one that showcases the best-known work of an important sculptor of the me, and adds value, in
tangible and intangible ways, to both the immediate neighborhood and the larger Jacksonville community.

T« MÃÊÙ®½ Ä C. A. P®½½ÙÝ
The first World War devastated a genera on and inspired countless memorials in Europe, the United States
and elsewhere around the world. A number of communi es around Florida, then a rela vely sparsely
se led state, erected markers and monuments to their local heroes. The memorial conceived by the
ci zens of Jacksonville was not only the largest and most powerfully expressive of these; it is also the only
Great War memorial that honors all of the Floridians who died in service. The Ci zens Commi ee formed
in 1919 went to great lengths to find the names of all those who fell – no small task, considering the incompleteness of records and the bureaucracy of the War Department – and to find an ar st whom they felt
suited this important work.
Charles Adrian Pillars (1870-1937) was an accomplished and highly successful sculptor, born and trained in
the Midwest, who had se led in northeast Florida in 1894. Pillars was a student of the Beaux Arts tradi on
of drama c, roman c, classically-inspired and o en allegorical sculpture that had dominated much civic art
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. He studied under renowned Chicago sculptor Lorado Ta , creator
of the monumental Columbus Fountain at Washington’s Union Sta on and a number of famous works in
Chicago and elsewhere.

Lorado Taft’s 126-foot long Fountain of Time (1910-22) in Washington Park, Chicago, IL.
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Pillars had also helped Daniel Chester French (who would later sculpt the Lincoln Memorial) create The
Statue of the Republic and other monumental figures at the 1893 Chicago World’s Columbian Exposi on,
and he had won both compe ons to create Florida’s two dona ons to the Na onal Statuary Hall at the
Capitol in Washington, D.C. Pillars was thus na onally known and a mature, established ar st when the
Jacksonville commi ee selected him in 1920.

The Statue of the Republic by Daniel Chester French, assisted by E.C. Potter, C. A. Pillars and others;
1893 original (left), 65 feet tall; 1918 replica (right), 24 feet tall. Chicago, IL.

Heroic figures of Floridians in the
National Statuary Hall, Washington, DC, by C. A. Pillars: left,
John Gorrie, 1914: a physician,
scientist, inventor and humanitarian; considered the father of
refrigeration and air-conditioning.
Right, Edmund Kirby Smith, 1922,
a Mexican War veteran, Confederate general, professor of mathematics and University chancellor.
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In his Life composi on for Memorial Park Pillars made powerful use of the grand, theatrical style of Beaux
Arts sculpture, which by the 1920s was perhaps already becoming a bit old-fashioned, to tell a moving
story of the true spirit of those who served. He wrote that he “desired this memorial to present the idea of
life, its struggle and its victory:”
While striving to make a composi on visualizing this, I found a poem by Alan Seeger, a soldiervic m of the war. At once I saw the typical spirit of the boys who went overseas – saw with
their eyes a world in the insane grip of greed and ambi on, caught in the ceaseless swirl of
selfishness, hate and covetousness, ever struggling against submergence. I saw these boys giving up their homes, sweethearts, wives and mothers to go overseas and through the supreme
sacrifice make secure the happiness and safety of their loved ones. With this vivid picture in
mind, I constructed a sphere to represent the world, engirdled with masses of swirling water
typifying the chao c earth forces. In this surging mass of waters, I shaped human figures, all
striving to rise above this flood, struggling for mere existence. Last, surmoun ng these swirling
waters, with their human freight, I placed the winged figure of Youth, representa ve of spiritual life, the spirit of these boys which was the spirit of victory. Immortality a ained not through
death, but deeds; not a victory of brute force, but of spirit. This figure of Youth Sacrificed wears
his crown of laurels won. He holds alo an olive branch, the emblem of peace.
Pillars went on to complete a number of commissions before his death in 1937. (Among these was a
bronze figure of William Boyd Barne , founder of Barne Bank, completed for the bank’s 50th anniversary
in 1931; coincidentally, the Barne family donated the restora on of Memorial Park’s twin entry gates on
8

Riverside Avenue in 1994, in memory of William Boyd’s great-grandson William Randle Barne .) Life is
probably C. A. Pillars’ best-known surviving work and is certainly the most evoca ve and expressive – a
hear elt and important testament to the sacrifices of those who served.

O½ÃÝã BÙÊã«ÙÝ LÄÝÖ AÙ«®ããÝ
Memorial Park holds na onal significance as an outstanding work of the most important park design firm
in the history of the profession. It has been called the finest small urban park by the Olmsted Brothers that
exists in the na on today.
Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects was far and away the premier design firm in the country for parks,
park systems, city planning and private estates throughout the first half of the twen eth century. It was
one of several genera ons of the Olmsted firms, which originated with Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. in the
1850s, and were a seminal influence on the professions that shape our communi es and our common
landscape.
Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., created the widely influen al design for New York’s Central Park in 1858. It
was a new prototype of urban park, combining a picturesque style of created landscape scenery, inherited
from English landscape-gardening styles, with new theories about strengthening democracy, developing
a uniquely American iden ty, and using nature to improve both individual and public health. Olmsted, Sr.
brought to bear the new theories of social scien sts who had studied the beneficial eﬀects on mood and
health of exposure to natural scenery – theories once again being borne out by empirical studies, today –
and a commitment to building a strong democracy by encouraging peaceful social mingling and by providing equal access for all ci zens to the benefits of parks. He designed major parks and park systems around
9

the country based on these mo ves of providing beau ful, accessible outdoor spaces where city dwellers
could experience the restora ve touch of “nature,” and a sense of “communi veness” inspired by safe,
cordial interac ons among people of all walks of life.
Olmsted, Sr. coined the term “landscape architect” to describe this new, socially concerned, comprehensive
design prac ce that encompassed the en re outdoor environment, and he is credited with founding the
first such firm in the country. On his re rement in 1898, his sons J.C. Olmsted and F.L. Olmsted, Jr. took up
the mantle as Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects.
Olmsted Brothers further modernized the prac ce, introducing more sophis cated, science-based understandings of natural systems – alongside concerns for aesthe cs and beauty, vistas and views and human
experience – into the planning process for park systems, preserves and the layouts of communi es. The
brothers helped found the American Society of Landscape Architects, and the first program of professional
training, at Harvard. Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. was a leading figure in the first Na onal Conference on City
Planning, in 1909, and helped establish this new profession.
The firms’ legacy includes many of the na on’s most recognizable places: Central Park; Prospect Park
(Brooklyn), Belle Isle (Detroit); the “Emerald Necklace” of parks throughout Boston; the grounds of the U.S.
Capitol; the Biltmore estate in Asheville; the Jeﬀerson Memorial; Acadia and Yosemite Na onal Parks; Bok
Tower Gardens in Florida; and the planned communi es of Riverside (Chicago), Druid Hills (Atlanta) and
Forest Hills (New York).
Perhaps the firm’s greatest contribu on was its legacy of park planning and design, seen in individual parks
and in comprehensive park systems all over the United States. From Bal more to Sea le, and from Louis-

Iconic designs by the Olmsted firms include Central Park (top), the Biltmore Estate (bottom) and Bok
Tower Gardens (right).
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ville to the State of California, the Olmsteds made recommenda ons for well-thought-out systems of public
space, and provided specific designs for many hundreds of sites. In their Reports they wrote eloquently
of the purposes and benefits of parks: providing fresh air and visual beauty for stressed and crowded city
dwellers; exercise for people ever more engaged in “confining occupa ons;” structured and unstructured
play, both physical and mental, for children, youth and adults; and the “social recrea on” of mee ng up,
people-watching, seeing and being seen.

Three of the hundreds of park plans developed by the Olmsteds for cities as diverse
as Chicago (top row), Spokane (bottom), Louisville, Buffalo and Seattle.

Always of key concern were the aesthe cs of good design, pleasing composi ons, and fi ng into the sense
of place that is unique to each locale. They applied their theories and principles, with clarity of each park’s
or each space’s purpose, with func onality and with elegance, in countless designs. Memorial Park is one
of their gems.
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MÃÊÙ®½ PÙ» Ä ã« J»ÝÊÄò®½½ CÊÃÃçÄ®ãù
When it opened in 1924, the solemn, memorial purpose of the park would have been fresher in ci zens’
minds than it is today, but it also served from the start – as intended – as a beauty spot for public enjoyment, a gathering space and a point of civic pride for the city. In its early years it served o en for ceremonies such as Easter Sunrise Services, Decora on Day and Armis ce Day. (Santa Claus landed at the park
via water plane or motorboat on more than one holiday occasion in the 1940s.) Images of the park and
especially the sculpture were featured on postcards, in magazine and newspaper ar cles, and in City publica ons such as the Municipal Yearbook.

Since the beginning it has also been a prime spot for a picnic, some pickup football or soccer on the big
lawn, a quiet lunch on a bench, some peaceful fishing, or an ou ng with the baby. Memorial Park has a
welcoming feel to it. It exemplifies the Olmsted ideal of a park for all: young or old, black or white, wealthy
or modest, brown hair or pink, people from the immediate neighborhood or across the city all seem to feel
at home here, that the park is “theirs.”
In part this derives from the physical design: the broad paths, with logical and direct flow towards inviting spaces, draw the visitor in, as do the long vistas toward the irresis ble water; the extensive tree cover
and other plan ngs provide shade, beauty and a so ening of the surrounding environment; and the river’s
presence is calming and exci ng at once, a powerful draw.
12

It probably derives also from the civic spirit that ini ally conceived of, funded, and built the park, an aﬀecon for this place, and a sense that it belongs to all of us, that have somehow been transmi ed through
genera ons of Jacksonville ci zens.
There have been periods in the park’s past in which people did not always feel welcomed or safe. At several points in me, the park’s vegeta on became overgrown, damage and deteriora on became highly
visible, and/or illicit ac vi es ranging from vagrancy to drug use to muggings became too common. In
recent years, the park has regained more of its welcoming feel. Improved maintenance and repairs, better ligh ng and visibility, more a rac ve landscaping and an increased presence of law-abiding park users
13

have all helped, results of sustained eﬀorts by the MPA and the City’s Parks Department, as has a trend of
redevelopment in the surrounding commercial district. While security, safety and vandalism are all ongoing concerns, Memorial Park con nues to a ract a great diversity of park users, from walkers and fishers to
wedding par es, pet parades and charity fund-raisers.
Beyond the boundaries of the park itself, Memorial Park enriches and supports the surrounding community
and the wider City of Jacksonville. The tangible benefits of quality parks to a community are well documented: these include increased property values, enhanced compe veness in a rac ng residents and
businesses, and synergy with local restaurants, businesses and cultural ins tu ons in crea ng a des naon. As venues for events, a rac ve parks facilitate success for chari es, community organiza ons, artists, food sellers and other entrepreneurs, and can generate revenue for the managing agencies. Memorial
Park’s role as a historic landmark only adds to its eﬀec veness in this regard.
The intangible benefits of a park like Memorial are equally important. Ci es that provide places of beauty
and meaning for their ci zens foster a sense of community and belonging. Ini a ves like the rescue of
New York’s Central Park or the renova on of its Conservatory Garden, o en undertaken by public-private
partnerships, transform not only the spaces themselves, but also the percep ons and behaviors of the
people who come there – how they use the place, interact with each other, and feel about their city. Memorial Park, long an icon for the City, oﬀers powerful poten al to connect Jacksonville’s many diverse communi es through shared enjoyment of this unique space; to unite in the enjoyment of a city oasis.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
This chronology traces Memorial Park’s evolu on through nearly a century of Jacksonville history.
1918
November 12: Upon learning of the signing of the Armis ce ending the World War on November 11th, the
Jacksonville Rotary Club, led by George Hardee, puts forth a proposal for a memorial to Florida’s war dead,
to be paid for by the ci zens of the region and erected in a new park in Jacksonville.
1919
A Ci zens Commi ee is formed to plan the park, led by George Hardee of Rotary (Vice Chairman); civic
leaders and philanthropists Morgan V. Gress (Chairman) and Ninah (Mrs. Arthur) Cummer (Treasurer); and
Edith Gray and Mary B. (Mrs. McGarvey) Cline (Secretaries). By 1920 they raise $52,000.
The City of Jacksonville purchases 6.1 acres of land along the river for the park, for $125,000. The land had
previously been bulkheaded and filled by private par es.
1920
The Commi ee selects sculptor Charles Adrian Pillars to create the “bronze group” to commemorate the
fallen.
1921
The Commi ee asks noted hor culturist Dr. Harold Hume, of Glen St. Mary Nursery (Florida’s oldest nursery, established 1881), for sugges ons for park designers. Hume contacts Olmsted Brothers and recommends them to the Commi ee.
1922
January: Ninah Cummer invites Olmsted Brothers to have their representa ve stop in Jacksonville to discuss the park. Olmsted Brothers principal J. F. Dawson meets with the Commi ee, learns of Pillars’ design
concept for the Memorial, and develops an ini al plan and sketch (February 3, 1922 correspondence).

Olmsted Brothers Plan #5151-3, 1922 (Olmsted NHS). One of the prime views of the
memorial, framed by planting masses accentuated with palms.
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Olmsted Brothers Plan #5151-2, 1922 (Olmsted NHS). Note extensive open areas, limited tree planting and
strong emphasis on views to the Memorial, achieved through alignment of walks and openness of vistas.

March 1922: The Commi ee, having endorsed the design, meets with Dawson and nego ates Olmsted
Brothers’ con nuing on the project, through design and construc on, at a reduced fee. Local architects
Benjamin & Greeley will provide some of the construc on detailing, as well as construc on oversight, to
reduce cost, and the City will provide some of the construc on.
Spring: Pillars and Olmsted Brothers correspond, with some disagreement, regarding the design of the
plaza and basin. Pillars wants the basin height lowered, so as to not block views of the sculpture, even sugges ng it be an in-ground water feature. The Commi ee backs the Olmsteds’ posi on, with Dawson insisting Pillars’ sugges ons would greatly drive up cost.
Summer: Olmsted Brothers provides grading plans for the City to begin work; sends architectural details for
the balustrades, fountain, walls, bronze tablets, etc.; and begins work on the plan ng design.
Throughout 1922, the Commi ee tries to get the names of the fallen from the War Department, for inclusion on 12 bronze tablets to be mounted to the outside wall of the fountain basin. Ini ally thought to be
768 in number, by early 1923 the list grows to over 1,000 names, at which point the Commi ee abandons
the idea of fi ng them onto the bronze tablets. With Olmsted Brothers, they determine an alternate approach of sealing a parchment with all of the names in a lead box, inside a bronze box, which will then be
placed in the monument.
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Olmsted Brothers Plan #5151-21, Planting Plan, Revised January 1923. The small circles represent trees
or palms; the very small circles with x’s or squares over them, existing trees to be removed or relocated.
(Olmsted NHS). See also the Landscape Recommendations section of this report.

1923
January: Ninah Cummer works with Dr. Hume of Glen St. Mary Nursery to review Dawson’s plan ng design;
Dawson and Mrs. Cummer correspond regarding plant selec ons and design intent; and Olmsted Brothers
revises and re-issues the Plan ng Plan.
March – June: Benjamin & Greeley produces revised and supplemental details, working from the Olmsted
Brothers’ 1922 drawings, for the balustrades, walls, plaza paving and other “architectural” details. Olmsted
Brothers’ and Roy Benjamin’s plans both show a dis nct change of grade from the plaza down into the
park, with steps and cheekwalls; this change in eleva on was eliminated from the design at some point
prior to construc on. Plans for a low wall and/or rail along the north edge of the “Esplanade,” separa ng it
from the park, were also never implemented.
Summer: During final construc on, the height of the basin wall is revised to be one foot lower, over the
Olmsteds’ strenuous objec ons. They reluctantly agree to re-study the design of the bronze tablets to fit
the lower wall.
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Portion of Olmsted Brothers Plan #5151-20, Architectural Details for Fountain Plaza and Esplanade, July
1922 (Olmsted NHS).

December: A decision is made to change the design of the river edge. The “esplanade” sec ons east and
west of the plaza, originally planned to have iron rail, are changed to balustrade to match the river edge of
the central plaza. Benjamin & Greeley issues a new drawing.
1924
Construc on is suﬃciently completed for the sculpture to be set and the park dedicated, which occurs on
Christmas Day. Two small girls unveil the sculpture: Mary Burrows, niece of Edward DeSaussure, killed in
ac on in the Argonne; and Mary Bedell, niece of Bessie Gale, a YMCA nurse who died in France in early
1919.
1927
Parks Commissioner St. Elmo Acosta states in his year-end report on the City’s park system, “In Memorial
Park we have kept things in good shape and built an extension of the bulkhead, foot of Margaret Street.
This park is 99 per cent finished.”
1928
The Garden Club of Jacksonville’s Parks Advisory Commi ee, led by Ninah Cummer, includes the following
in its Report:
Memorial Park: This is the one park in our city which is en rely, or supposedly so, an evergreen
park. It was designed by Olmstead [sic] Brothers of Brookline, Mass., and we feel it has grown
18

Earliest photographs of the completed park show newly planted oaks on the
esplanade, standard park benches along the river and the stone eagles still atop
the plaza balustrades. (Courtesy Jacksonville Historical Society [JHS], top; Florida
State Archive “Florida Memory” Project [FA], bottom.)

remarkably well, considering the many ups and downs, lack of fer liza on at certain periods, the
long dry summers, and so on. The Ci zens’ Memorial commi ee will within the next month do
some transplan ng and re-adjus ng. The commi ee does not approve of the small beds that
have been put inside of this grass area. They are not on the plan and are not wanted. It is hoped
that they may be abandoned as soon as possible.
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1929
Mrs. Cummer’s April 8th Annual Report of Park Advisory Commi ee states as follows:
MEMORIAL PARK: Unfortunately, the wall around this park was made of hollow le, which has
been found unsa sfactory because so easily broken. At present, several feet upon Riverside
Avenue have been damaged badly. This has already been ordered repaired. Another spot on East
Memorial Drive needs repairing, while along the river a sec on of the balustrade has been broken
and one post seems missing. Presumably, it lies in the river.
The whole park is in sorry need of fer liza on. The underground watering system would be wonderful here.
Along the beau ful esplanade upon the river, cherry laurel trees have been planted. These are
growing very straggly and irregular. In spots, replacing of plants is needed and the whole thing
should be trimmed down to the height of the lowest hedge plants – 2 or 3 feet at the most. There
can never be a beau ful, well-kept hedge unless prompt and repeated trimming are done.
That the benches along the riverfront are enjoyed is evidenced by the use that has been given
them. One, however, has had abuse as well, and should be removed and replaced by a be er
one.
The Commi ee was pleased indeed to see provision made whereby our American flag could float
over Memorial Park, but had a feeling of regret that the flag-staﬀ should have been placed in the
exact center, breaking the beau ful line of the statue when seen in passing along Riverside Avenue. They are hopeful that at some future me the staﬀ might be placed at one of the corners
near the river.
We realize that the plan ng in this park needs quite a bit of re-arranging for the good of the material, the eﬀect of the landscaping, and in order to provide vistas and glimpses of the river through
the trees to the esplanade.
A heavy iron pipe lies in the street-way at the Park Lane corner and the remains of a telegraph
pole among the shrubbery on this same side. The Commi ee hopes that these will soon be removed.
In several places just inside the wall, trimmings and an accumula on of weeds, leaves and branches are stacked. These should be removed by the city and collec on of such debris should be
made at least once a week, as it is very unsightly.
Again the Commi ee begs leave to record their disapproval of the twenty flower-beds which have
been placed along sidewalks and in open grass spaces in this park. These annuals and roses, if
planted here and there along the shrubbery borders, would be bright, a rac ve spots and would
not detract from the landscaping plan nor would they be no ceable bare spots of earth when ny
plants were placed in them at any me of the year.
This park was designed by one of the best landscape architects in the United States – Frederick
Law Olmsted, of Brookline, Mass. – and our city should be proud to have such a park. Therefore,
we believe that Mr. Olmsted’s decision to use trees along the river front and here and there along
the outer edge of the park should be carried out. His reason for so placing the trees was that
always there should be from the two corner entrances and from the large front entrance a perfect
view of the beau ful Memorial Statue. We, therefore, feel that no trees should be planted along
the main walk where they would, as they grew larger, en rely eﬀace the statue.
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Memorial Park views, ca. 1925-30
(FA). Note the added planting beds
and trees along the inside of the
oval path, and flower-beds cut into
the lawn areas of the esplanade and
park. The esplanade hedges (lower
photograph) were also not part of
the Olmsteds’ plan. Also note the
disappearance of the cast stone
eagles by the time of the lower photograph. The present Ninah Cummer
Memorial tree, a magnolia, is also
visible nearest the lower left corner
of the bottom picture.

The fact that Memorial Park has been used for community gatherings, such as the Easter Sunrise
Services, for Decora on Day and Armis ce Day exercises, is very gra fying indeed and we hope
that this park may become more and more beau ful and more and more used as me goes on.
Mrs. Cummer’s report, above, provides some of the few wri en details available about the park in the
years following its comple on – up un l the 1980s. Worth no ng are several key details that are reminiscent of current concerns :
•

The Commi ee objects that the Olmsteds plan was not as closely followed as it should have been:
flowerbeds were added, inconsistent with the simplicity and elegance of the design; and trees were
added, internal to the oval walkway, in ways that would ul mately spoil important views to the Memorial. “Straggly” cherry laurel trees, not part of the original design, have also started to crowd the
esplanade.

•

Lack of maintenance is already a concern. A fallen telegraph pole, an iron pipe and stacks of landscape trimmings and debris are all noted laying about the park.
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•

Repairs are not keeping up with demand caused by poor construc on, wear and tear and/or overuse
and abuse of park elements: the hollow le perimeter wall along Riverside Avenue, the bench along
the river and a broken, missing piece of balustrade.

1930S – 1950S
The park con nues to be used for community gatherings; the original plan ngs grow and mature.

Easter 1941 (Courtesy JHS).

Enlargement of previous picture showing shrub masses and trees in background, part of the original
design / installation. Note the shearing of the shrubs to contain their size, a practice the Olmsted designers typically railed against unless a hedge was the intent.
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Enlargement of previous picture showing a spotlight (far right) installed on a pole for illuminating the sculpture.

1935
Morgan Gress writes Olmsted Brothers seeking advice on methods for ligh ng the sculpture, perhaps from
below by lights mounted within the fountain basin. No reply was recorded.
Late 1950s
The park’s original landscape has become densely overgrown. A 1957 newspaper ar cle about minor bulkhead repairs at the park men ons clearing away “a number of oleanders and other shrubs” in order to get
space in which to work.

Aerial photograph, 1943. Trees inside
the oval walkway have matured on
the east side of the park (right side of
photograph) but either have remained
small, or failed and been replaced, on
the west.
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Circa 1950-52. Note size of oaks on far edge of oval; two large date palms in lower left (one remains today); Ninah Cummer magnolia to right of palms. Photograph by Robert E. Fisher (Courtesy FA).

Circa 1950-55. Photograph by Robert E. Fisher (Courtesy FA).
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Circa 1945-51 (Jacksonville Municipal Yearbook [JMY], 1951). Note continued poor performance of
oaks on west (right) side of oval.

Aerial photograph, 1959. By
this period, some considered the
park overgrown, uninviting and
possibly unsafe.
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Garden Club President Mrs. Wesley
Coleman with overgrown plantings,
1960. (Florida Times-Union.)

1960
Lobbied heavily by the Garden Club, many members of which are now afraid to venture into the park
alone, the Parks Department undertakes a renova on of the park, clearing out extensive “dense, scraggly
growth” to be replaced with lower-growing shrubs. “Park area and monument will soon be seen from the
street,” promises the Times-Union.

The cleared-out
park as seen in
the JMY of 1962.

1981 - 1985
With the park once again seeming overgrown, rundown and rife with crime, neighborhood residents work
with the City to enact a curfew and to be er monitor the park. New eﬀorts are made to learn its history
and to consider op ons for its improvement and preserva on.
1985
Memorial Park is listed on the Na onal Register Of Historic Places as part of the Riverside [now the Riverside—Avondale] Na onal Historic District.
1986
The Memorial Park Associa on, Inc. (MPA) is organized for the purpose of promo ng the preserva on and
restora on of the park.
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1971 (left) and 1975 (below)
aerial photographs.

1987
The MPA enters into an Adopt-a-Park Agreement with the City Jacksonville, enabling the MPA to provide
management and maintenance, as well as physical improvements, to the park, subject to City concurrence.
1988
Ini al restora on plans are prepared for the park landscape.
1992
Conserva on/restora on work is performed on the Pillars Life sculpture for the first me since its 1924
installa on.
Ornamental metal fence is added to the east and west edges of the park to control pedestrian and animal
traﬃc and protect the park’s landscape.
1993-94
Phase 1 of the landscape restora on plans, plan ng renova ons along the north side of the park, is installed; addi onal oak trees are planted by the City.
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The park entrance piers are reconstructed; the entrance restora on is a gi from the Barne family in
honor of William R. Barne .
Fence is added to the park’s north edge (Riverside Avenue).
Park wiring and ligh ng is upgraded by the City and JEA.
Ligh ng is added at the Life sculpture.
Repairs and addi ons are made to the irriga on system.
Addi onal plan ngs of various na ve trees and shrubs are added to the park.
1995
New marble benches are donated as memorials by various friends of the park.
1997
A tornado destroys nine large trees in the park. Several are replaced with new trees planted by the City.
Two addi onal oaks are donated in 1998 as memorials to A.D. Davis
New trash receptacles are placed in the park.
1999
Flagpoles are donated by Dr. G. Dekle Taylor.
2001 - 2002
Concrete walkways are replaced and curbing repaired / replaced throughout the park.
The maintenance building is renovated.
Phase 2 of the landscape restora on, plan ng renova on along the south edge of the park (abu ng the
esplanade) is installed.
2003 - 2004
The plaza and fountain basin are repaired / renovated. The plaza concrete is removed and replaced; original bricks are salvaged and re-used in the original pa ern, supplemented by new bricks to match, only as
necessary. As part of this project, se lement / stability of fill behind the bulkhead is evaluated and addressed in areas as needed.
2004
Conserva on work is again performed on the Pillars Life sculpture.
2004 – 2012
Addi onal marble memorial benches are donated.
c. 1993 - 2006
Balustrade repairs performed; numerous por ons replaced.
2011
Bronze eagle sculptures are added to the plaza.
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MASTER PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
MASTER PLAN GOALS
The Master Plan for Memorial Park is designed to restore the luster of the park, enhance its appeal to today’s visitors, and pass along intact to future genera ons the unique beauty and character of this spot. The
Master Plan is a guideline for protec ng, enhancing and restoring as much as possible of the park’s historically important and highly successful design, even while adap ng it to contemporary circumstances and
needs. Specific restora on goals include:
•

Addressing the condi on of cri cal infrastructure such as the bulkhead, park drainage and u lity services (electricity, water) as needed to protect the site and support the way the park is used today.

•

Reducing the need for future maintenance and renova ons by upda ng and improving site u li es
(such as irriga on), fixtures (such as lights), soil condi ons, plant selec ons and other park elements to
types or materials that are more durable, longer-lived, lower-maintenance, more eﬃcient and/or better suited to site condi ons.

•

Suppor ng an increased day-to-day presence of park management (MPA and community volunteers
and/or other personnel) that will enhance maintenance capabili es and deter vandalism and crime.
The Plan proposes a small park oﬃce to support opera ons.

•

Reaching out to the community, to increase awareness and enjoyment of the park, and encourage parcipa on in its support. Increased par cipa on will be vital for the sustainability of the restored park.

•

Providing for ongoing maintenance and conserva on of the memorial Life sculpture, and restoring and
maintaining opera on of the swirl fountain associated with it.

•

Repairing or replacing damaged and degraded park elements such as fencing, entrances and balustrades.

•

Removing modern elements that significantly impact the park’s historic resources and visual quality,
such as overhead wiring, u lity poles in walkways, or the sculpture ligh ng surface-mounted in the
fountain.

•

Restoring damaged park furnishings such as benches and adap ng their design and/or placement to
minimize future vandalism or damage.

•

Minimizing future conflicts of trees’ roots at park walkways by renova ng the walks to a permeable,
flexible paving system.

•

Further improving ligh ng levels and ligh ng aesthe cs in the park, including restora on of the original
ligh ng scheme along the riverfront balustrade, and replacing the sculpture ligh ng.

•

Improving the aesthe cs of park signage by developing a custom style, consolida ng regulatory signage
and adjus ng sign loca ons to be er func on with park vistas and circula on pa erns.

•

Restoring the landscape design more closely to its original intent, reflec ng as much as possible the
Olmsted Brothers’ design concepts of hor cultural and spa al variety within a harmonious whole; carefully composed vistas and views; and a strong visual focus on the memorial sculpture.

•

Diversifying plan ngs to enhance year-round interest, while gearing selec ons towards well-suited,
lower-maintenance plant types.

•

Restoring and/or preserving open spaces that help the park provide a variety of opportuni es for use
and enjoyment, as well as visual variety in the landscape.
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•

Restoring important vistas and sightlines in the park, for aesthe cs and security, and providing guidelines for their maintenance over me.

•

Building on the successes of previous renova ons and addi ons, incorpora ng later (non-historic)
plan ngs that work with the overall design intent.

•

Removing trees and plants that are hazardous, invasive, in declining health or otherwise not well suited
to the site.

•

Rebuilding and improving the soil’s structure and ecosystem health, to enhance landscape performance while reducing the need for chemical inputs.

The Master Plan, and the specific projects that follow from it, will comprise a rehabilita on treatment of
this historic property, as defined in The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Proper es with Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes. Rehabilita on means “making possible a compa ble use for a property through repair, altera ons and addi ons while preserving those porons or features that convey its historical, cultural or architectural values.” Rehabilita on allows for changes or upgrades to meet current needs, so long as they are sensi vely done, are compa ble with the historic
design, avoid impac ng important historic features or quali es, and otherwise comply with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards.
Memorial Park is a much-loved civic space, but is also a rela vely small site; those important “por ons or
features that convey its historical, cultural or architectural values” cons tute most of the park. Therefore
all of the proposed improvements and upgrades to the park will be undertaken with the greatest sensi vity to retaining the established, historic design character of the park. The overall picture of the park will
not much change; but the many and important components will be restored, refurbished, revitalized, and
made more sustainable for the park’s future. This jewel of a park will shine more brightly than ever, a lasting legacy for future Jacksonvillians.
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H®ÝãÊÙ®½ IÄã¦Ù®ãù Ä CçÙÙÄã CÊÄ®ã®ÊÄÝ
A na onally significant work of design, Memorial Park’s historical integrity is of vital concern in the park’s
maintenance and planned improvements. Integrity in a historic designed landscape means the degree to
which it retains and expresses the visual character and overall feel that come from its original design intent.
This is judged not only in terms of its physical details and the reten on, intact, of original features, but
also by the compa bility (or lack thereof) of later addi ons – and of the inevitable changes that occur in
any landscape – with the original design. Also important is the compa bility of less tangible elements: for
example, site usage and circula on pa erns – the ways people move through and use the site; or whether
key views and vistas, important aspects of the designed experience, s ll exist or have become blocked.
Memorial Park has strong integrity in terms of its se ng, nestled on the river; its striking views and vistas;
its simple, graceful and invi ng circula on system; its landscape composi on of broad lawn, framing trees
and shady esplanade; its simple, classical detailing and of course, its grand memorial, Life. The role in the
community and the overall feel of the park as, at once, a peaceful oasis, a flexible, welcoming space for all
kinds of park users, and a moving tribute to our fallen servicemen and women, is its defining character.
But Memorial Park also faces significant challenges for its con nued sustenance, integrity and con nued
successful role. The following Recommenda ons for Key Elements summarize current condi ons and the
needs that Memorial Park faces in terms of its infrastructure and u li es; its architectural features and constructed hardscape elements; and its landscape. The Master Plan site plan shows the sum total of these
recommenda ons and their loca ons within the park.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR KEY ELEMENTS:
GENERAL / INFRASTRUCTURE
C®Ùç½ã®ÊÄ
The circula on pa ern of Memorial Park will remain unchanged. It was a carefully planned component of
the original design, and the reasoning behind it s ll holds today. The main park walkway around the central oval lawn works beau fully as a promenade, a mee ng place, an informal exercise path, or a place to
relax and enjoy the views. The absence of perimeter sidewalks along the adjoining streets was a deliberate
move to encourage movement through, and enjoyment of, the park, rather than hurrying by to simply get
to one’s des na on, while having plan ngs along the perimeter instead adds to the sense of peaceful enclosure. The entrance points were all designed to give a drama c introduc on to the memorial sculpture.
Two modern condi ons call for minor
adjustments. One is the need to provide
full accessibility for people limited mobility, or parents with young children in
strollers. Exis ng condi ons in the park
are generally good in this regard, with
the excep on of the southeast entrance
(Memorial Park Drive near the river),
where an exis ng ramp is substandard
– with excessive slope and no connecting crosswalk – and should be rebuilt.
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The second issue is the central opening onto Riverside Avenue. While
this is an important visual opening into the park, as a pedestrian
entrance it is essen ally unusable, given its mid-block loca on, lack of
a crosswalk and the nature of traﬃc on Riverside Avenue. Currently
blocked to vehicles by large, modern concrete bollards, this entrance
should be cordoned oﬀ, for safety, with a less intrusive, more visually
compa ble solu on. A slender metal bollard and chain in black finish,
for example, would not greatly detract from the park’s aesthe cs and
historic feel, as the current bollards do.

V®ó Ä V®ÝãÝ
Views into and through the park greatly concerned the original
designers as a ma er of aesthe cs and of intensifying the emo onal impact of the memorial. As Ninah
Cummer pointed out to the City Commission in her 1929 Annual Report of the Garden Club’s Park Advisory
Commi ee, Olmsted Brothers laid out the park so that “always there should be from the two corner entrances and from the large front entrance a perfect view of the beau ful Memorial Statue.” Olmsted’s lead
designer J.F. Dawson had also emphasized the importance of giving glimpses of the sculpture to people
passing by the park on Riverside Avenue. Views to the sculpture from each entrance are also emphasized
in the original layout, as are views across the park, through layers of open spaces and intervening plan ngs.
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Lack of visibility along
the Riverside Avenue
edge (left); views from the
park entrances, originally
intended to feature the
memorial, largely blocked
by vegetation, signs and
light poles (below).

Today the concern for views and visibility also extends to issues of safety and security: the ability to gauge
the presence of others when in the park, the ease of surveillance from outside, the preclusion of hiding
places and the enhancement of the visitor’s percep on of security. While visibility in Memorial Park has
been considerably improved in recent years, much of the Riverside Avenue edge is visually blocked, as are
a number of other important sightlines within the park. Recommenda ons for addressing these condi ons
are included in the sec ons on Perimeter Walls and Fences, Signage and Plan ng, below.
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PARK INFRASTRUCTURE

T« Bç½»«
Bulkheads on public property are the purview of the City’s Public Works Department. As such, any improvements needed to the bulkhead itself are outside the scope of this Master Plan, which addresses park
improvements that will be undertaken by the Memorial Park Associa on and/or the Parks and Recrea on
Department. Nevertheless the bulkhead is a cri cal item for the success of the park’s renova on. A professional engineering evalua on of its condi on was apparently last done – at least in selected areas – in
2002, in conjunc on with design work for the plaza’s renova on.
•

A complete evalua on of the bulkhead must be completed before any aﬀected work in the park
moves forward.

Aﬀected work may include the balustrades, ligh ng / electrical upgrades, and the esplanade/south entrances por on of any walkway, fencing, turf, landscape, soil and irriga on improvements.
The bulkhead needs to be evaluated not only for its condi on and the integrity of the subgrade behind it,
but for any increase in height that may be called for due to an cipated rises in sea level in this region. This
may be coordinated with a city-wide or regional eﬀort; at the very least any poten al re-se ng of its elevaon must be coordinated with adjacent property owners. Planning / design for any bulkhead renova ons
must precede design of aﬀected work in the park.
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S®ã DÙ®Ä¦
Currently, drainage within the park is handled mainly by one catch basin in the central lawn, near the memorial plaza, with ou all via a 15 inch pipe through the bulkhead east of the plaza. Surface flow is divided
by the walkway circling the main lawn, with drainage inside the walk going to the catch basin, and outside
the walk going to the street edges. The park also generally slopes north to south, toward the river. The
plaza and esplanade are slightly higher than the main por on of the park, by design, and block water flow
from the rest of the park – hence the loca on of the catch basin just to their north. The plaza and esplanade drain to the river through weepholes at the base of the balustrade.
Historically, heavy rains or storm surges, especially at mes of high water table and high de, have resulted
in standing water in the low (southern) por on of the central lawn; one recent storm (2012) reportedly
le water in that area for nearly two weeks. The exis ng drainage system func ons properly, according to
City personnel; the problem is due to the naturally low eleva on, and the drainage barrier created by the
esplanade; the high water table; and possibly poor percola on or hardpan in the soil layer. Other areas in
the park are not especially prone to problems of poor drainage, although the high water table has always
presented challenges and limita ons for plan ng (see alsothe sec on on Plan ng, below).
Drainage at the park’s perimeter is handled by the street drainage system, which includes one catch basin
prominently located in the northwest entrance plaza.

•

Park drainage should be evaluated, including the func onality of the exis ng system; soil condions in the lower lawn area; and height of water table throughout the year. Upgrades could
involve:
•

Renova on or replacement of, or supplemental addi ons to, the exis ng internal park system;

•

Removal of hardpan or other soil mi ga on measures; and/or

•

Renova on of the northwest plaza drainage structure for improved aesthe cs of the entrance.
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PÙ» Uã®½®ã®Ý
Park u li es may require upgrades to support the improvements shown in the Master Plan. Water and
sewer service exist for the storage shed and may need upgrading to support a park oﬃce, depending on its
final design. Electrical services will need to be evaluated by an engineer during the design phase to determine the upgrades needed for new park ligh ng, fountain equipment, the park oﬃce, and/or the provision
of site power outlets, which should be made available for park events. Communica ons (modem and/or
phone) may be desirable for the park oﬃce depending on its final program and design.
•

U lity systems upgrades will be necessary to support the park’s future usage.

O¥¥Ý®ã Uã®½®ã®Ý
Overhead lines and associated poles along Riverside Avenue greatly detract from the park’s overall appearance and the impression it gives at this important “front door.” Visual intrusion and a hodgepodge appearance, in general, make the park seem less well cared for, and work against eﬀorts to minimize damage and
vandalism and ins ll a greater sense of security and ownership in park visitors. Placing u li es underground will be one factor in improving this, and will make the park’s streetscape consistent with The Cummer Museum of Art amd Gardens’ newly renovated frontage and other developments further up Riverside
Avenue. (Olmsted Brothers also recommended, in 1922, placing all wiring underground.)

In conjunc on with burying overhead lines and removing unnecessary poles, the entry plazas should be
renovated. In addi on, required streetlights along Riverside should be replaced with more aesthe c fixtures, as has been done at The Cummer and elsewhere.
•

Burial of overhead lines should be done in conjunc on with entry plaza renova ons and upgraded
street ligh ng.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR KEY ELEMENTS:
ARCHITECTURAL & HARDSCAPE
PÙ» O¥¥®
The exis ng storage shed, approximately 12 by 24 feet, provides a minimum of storage and support for
park maintenance. This building is proposed to be replaced with a small Park Oﬃce that can serve several
func ons, in addi on to storage, that are crucial to the success and endurance of Memorial Park. A small
oﬃce space for a park staﬀ person or volunteer / docent will allow the park to be “staﬀed” on at least a
part me basis; ideally, a daily presence of MPA volunteers (or paid staﬀ), other community volunteers or
City staﬀ will give the park a basic level of monitoring, and also provide an opportunity for interac on with
park visitors: giving informa on about the park, answering ques ons, addressing concerns, encouraging
community support. A break room and storage for personal eﬀects for volunteers will be essen al if the
volunteer corps is to grow and increase its role – a cri cal component of the future sustainability of park
maintenance. Even when closed the oﬃce can be a loca on where useful and interes ng informa on
about the park and the MPA is available
The size of the building will likely need to be increased, although this should be done with sensi vity to its
scale and “fit” on the site. Easy visibility for security surveillance will also be an important considera on in
the design phase, for both the oﬃce and its immediate surroundings.
•

A new Park Oﬃce will support visitor outreach as well as park security and maintenance.

Sç½ÖãçÙ CÊÄÝÙòã®ÊÄ Ι M®ÄãÄÄ
The Life sculpture is a na onally significant work (see the History sec on). It should be evaluated by a
professional conservator, and based on his or her findings, treated as necessary for any internal corrosion,
drainage problems, or surface soiling or damage. As was done in 2004 (the last such treatment), it may
be necessary to completely clean the bronze and apply a new pa na and protec ve coa ngs. This will be
determined by the conservator. The bronze memorial tablets of course form a part of this work as well.

Life immediately after conservation treatment in 2004 (left, photo by Patrick Rice) and in 2013.
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A follow-up regimen of regular inspec on and maintenance is needed. This will prevent a pa ern of recurrence of more extensive and costly conserva on treatments. Recommenda ons for monthly, quarterly,
semi-annual and/or annual inspec on and maintenance ac vi es are contained in the 2004 Conserva on
Treatment Report prepared by conservator Patrick Rice.
•

Conserva on and care of the important memorial sculpture Life is an ongoing commitment.

FÊçÄã®Ä RÝãÊÙã®ÊÄ
The basin fountain surrounding the sculpture is an integral part of the memorial, and a centrally important
element of the Olmsted Brothers design (possibly with the ac ve collabora on of the sculptor Pillars). It
deserves to be restored and maintained to its original condi on, when water swirled in the basin’s spiraling
channels, to echo the swirling form of the sculpture’s globe.
This will likely require replacing the plumbing and controls with up to date, more durable and reliable
equipment, able to sustain opera on with a modest amount of maintenance. (A dual pump system may be
advisable, allowing alterna ng usage and providing a backup when one pump is in repair.) Ease of repair
and ready availability of replacement parts are also important considera ons.
The en re system should be evaluated by a fountain specialist. Other aspects that should be reviewed include automa ng makeup water; a strategy for surcharge storage (if any), e.g., adding a reservoir; and the
controller’s durability, ease of use and repair and access control (security). If possible a non-potable source
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of makeup water, such as a rainwater cistern, should be developed, so that the fountain is not aﬀected by
watering restric ons.
Restora on will also include removal of intrusive equipment (see the Ligh ng sec on), the repair of any
damage to the basin wall, re-waterproofing if required, and restora on of the cast stone work to a high
degree of integrity.
•

The fountain will be fully restored, and its systems and technology updated to reduce maintenance.

Old electrical work mars some of the fountain’s cast stone cladding (left); the current pump vault is undersized and the pump out of commission (right). Fountain restoration must address plumbing systems,
controls, the basin lining and full restoration / repair of all of the cast stone work.

B½çÝãÙÝ
A er the sculpture and fountain, Memorial Park’s balustrades are its most important architectural element.
The simple yet substan ve elegance of their neo-classical forms is an iconic image of the park’s riverfront,
and reflects the Beaux Arts styles of the memorial and the park layout itself. They also represent the first
use in Jacksonville of a design element that was used in a number of important parks of the era, including
Confederate and Springfield Parks.
The balustrades have suﬀered extensive damage, wear and degrada on over the years, with many – perhaps most – of the original pieces having been repaired, patched, painted or replaced, at one me or
another; this apparently began as early as 1929 (see the History sec on) and has con nued throughout the
park’s history, with major eﬀorts in 1960 and again at several points in the 1990s-2000s.
Originally made of dry tamped cast stone, the balustrades have been patched or par ally replaced over the
years with newer materials and techniques. In many cases the appearance has been reasonably close to
the original, but in others the match is poorer. The en re top rail along the riverfront, for example, has had
added on top of it a new layer of poured-in-place concrete, which serves as a patch to help hold together
the underlying original material. This addi on changes the profile altogether, to a heavier, thicker look,
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losing the original propor ons. Some of the ornamental urns are damaged, and two along the river have
disappeared. The balustrades also suﬀer from spalling, cracks, missing pieces, exposed and rus ng reinforcing, and the visual remnants of earlier repairs that le a coa ng of epoxy paint on some por ons. Even
some of the newer work shows cracking, which may indicate se ling of the bulkhead, or problems with the
installa on.
Memorial Park’s balustrades will be fully restored. This should include sampling and evalua on of the
original material to determine its makeup, and the development of a contemporary material and reinforcing design that will match the original, while enduring for decades to come in this harsh environment and
elimina ng the need for frequent, piecemeal future repairs.

Above, original design detail of balustrade (courtesy Olmsted NHS) and circa 1949 appearance (courtesy JHS); below, current profile with added cap layer. Note also exposed, rusting reinforcing steel.
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Detailed evalua on by a professional restora on / conserva on contractor will be needed to determine the
extent to which repairing original pieces of balustrade is feasible. Certain less impacted por ons, especially
plinth pieces and piers, may be salvageable; however it is also possible that complete removal and reconstruc on will be the most sensible and economical op on. In that case original elements should be accurately replicated, using thorough documenta on of the historic design and molds made to match exis ng
original elements.
•

The Park’s balustrades are a key architectural feature and will be completely restored, using durable, upgraded materials that are appropriately matched to the original appearance.
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Right: Northwest (Margaret
Street, top) and northeast
(Memorial Park Drive) entries:
note differing wall finishes and
color.

Below: Northwest entry, cracks
appearing in wall (left) and
discoloration (right).

EÄãÙù P®ÙÝ Ι W½½Ý
Memorial Park’s entry piers were reconstructed in 1994, a gi of the Barne family in honor of William
Randle Barne . They remain in generally good condi on, although some damage has occurred at the
northeast entrance and all are in need of cleaning. The curved walls that connect them may need more
extensive restora on. The finish coats of the northeast and northwest entry walls no longer match (the
northeast having been extensively repaired and refinished a er an auto accident), and in both places are
showing cracks, peeling and/or moldy. They should be stripped and refinished with a clima cally suitable
stucco or cemen ous coa ng. The wall structures themselves are of uncertain material and condi on and
should be evaluated when the finishes are removed.
•

The entrance piers and walls will be cleaned and, as needed, refinished and repaired.
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Northeast entry (left to right): damaged pier; peeling paint; damaged pier.

PÙ®ÃãÙ W½½Ý Ι FÄÝ
The low retaining walls that separate the park landscape from the three surrounding streets, and the iron
fences set just behind them in the park, prevent people and animals from cu ng into the park all along its
perimeter. This reinforces the intended circula on pa ern and protects landscape and lawn from trampling and wear.
The fence was added to the park in the 1990s, and although no fence was on the original plans, there was a
recommenda on made by Olmsted Brothers that a low wall, about 4 feet high, be considered for addi on
to the park’s perimeter, to serve this same purpose. They had also issued drawings at various mes showing metal picket fence at certain loca ons along the esplanade, although these were never implemented.
Given 21st-century requirements for safety and visibility, having this type of fence is an appropriate adaptaon of the original solid wall concept. The exis ng fence is severely corroded to the point where many of
its posts are no longer connected to their foo ngs, having worn completely through, or to connec ng rails.
The en re fence needs to be replaced.
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Replacing the rusted existing fence with a slightly lower, less ornamented one would improve visibility into
the park, for both security and aesthetic reasons.

The retaining walls are likely not original. The 1929 Park Advisory Commi ee report, wri en by Ninah
Cummer, describes the “wall around this park” as having been made of hollow le, and prone to breakage
(see the History sec on). The exis ng retaining walls are apparently formed of precast concrete sec ons.
Unless Mrs. Cummer was referring to the entry walls, presumably these are replacements for the originals,
although no records of such a project have been found. They are in mostly good condi on, except one
accident-damaged sec on on Riverside Avenue, and minor wear or breakage at several points along the
side streets.
•

Perimeter fences, badly rusted, will be replaced, and perimeter walls repaired as needed.

•

Improved traﬃc warnings of some form, for southbound Riverside Avenue, may help reduce future
damage to the walls near the curve.
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W½»óùÝ
Memorial Park’s exis ng walkways date from 2001 when a renova on project to replace the original concrete walks was completed. The layout is essen ally the same. The majority of the walks are in fairly good
condi on, with the excep on of some extensively cracked paving at the southwest entrance, and a poorly
patched-in u lity box in the Riverside Avenue entrance. However, numerous places are also gradually li ing due to the encroachment of the roots of large trees. This creates the poten al for trip hazards, excessive slopes for purposes of ADA compliance, or cracking.
The long-term, successful coexistence of large trees and adjacent walkways is a challenge inherent in the
design and as-built condi on of the park. (The Olmsted Brothers design only included trees on one side
of the main walk, to the outside of the oval, so the condi on might have been lessened if the design had
been followed more closely; but there would s ll be conflicts. Nevertheless the park “as built” has more of
them.) In the last renova on, semicircular cut-outs were le in the layout of the walks, around each tree,
to try to address the problem. This may have helped somewhat, but does not solve the problem, as li ing
of the walks is s ll occurring.
Ul mately, the walks should be restored to the original, smooth-edged configura on, as the cutouts work
against the intended design character of the park (in the words of J. F. Dawson of Olmsted Brothers, “as
simple as possible”), and a more las ng solu on implemented for the root problem.

Original smooth-edged, curving walk layout (left) is visually quiet and elegant compared to walk with cutouts (right).

Walkway starting to lift, despite presence of
cutout.
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To establish a sustainable rela onship with the park’s trees, an adap ve new design strategy will be needed. Considera on should be given to replacing the concrete with a flexible system, using one of a number
of proprietary, semi-permeable crushed stone systems. This would accommodatre root movement without
the cracking or diﬀeren al upli (resul ng in poten al trip hazards) of concrete. Such systems, if chosen
carefully for color and appearance of the aggregate (stone), will blend visually with the park and may recall
the gravel walks used in some Olmsted projects of that era; at the same me, they represent an emerging
technology of best prac ces for stormwater management by reducing impervious area. The park’s trees
will also benefit from increased flow of water and oxygen into the root zone.
Crushed stone or aggregate systems should be ve ed for universal accessibility as well as for demonstrated
durability in public se ngs before construc on specifica ons are finalized. Ideally, the surface will be firm
and sta onary enough to provide wheelchair access and minimize maintenance requirements, yet not be
“skateboard-friendly.” This would help protect the park’s benches.
As an alterna ve, pervious concrete can be considered. While less op mal for tree preserva on, if installed carefully and with proper supervision, pervious concrete can coexist fairly well with trees; this is
especially true if the eleva on of the walk can be raised, to accommodate the latest “root bridging” construc on techniques. This material may be a good alterna ve in the esplanade area, if it is determined that
the bulkhead eleva on is to be raised. The esplanade is also the por on of the park most likely to experience storm surge.
In the interim, any trees (adjacent to walks) that die should be replaced with new trees set farther from
the walkway, e.g., 12 to 14 feet; or such trees might not be replaced at all, depending on loca on (see
Plan ng, below).
•

When next renovated, walkways will be restored to the original configura on, and constructed
with state of the art techniques to eliminate conflicts with adjacent trees’ roots.

Flexible, semi-permeable paving examples: left,
Gravelpaver (NDS), an engineered plastic matrix
filled with crushed stone; right, Slatescape Trail Mix
(Erth Products), a graded, angular stone product
that is formulated to compact to a stable surface.
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BÄ«Ý
The exis ng marble benches are also not original to the park but the design, which is custom, was introduced some me prior to 1941. Historical records indicate that Ninah Cummer asked Olmsted Brothers’
Dawson for a design, but no copy of it has been found; it is unknown whether these benches are that
design. Many of the current benches are gi s and memorials placed in the park since 1993. The simple
backless design works well visually in the park and the benches are well used by park visitors, but have suffered significant damage due to skateboarding, graﬃ , vandalism and other wear and tear. As memorials,
it would be most appropriate to retain them, cleaning and repairing damage to the greatest extent feasible.
Some pieces may need to be replaced.

Skateboarders damage benches around the oval (above left) far more than those on the esplanade.

Benches also suffer from graffiti, breakage, discoloration, occasional spalling and other wear and tear.
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To minimize future damage, poten al strategies include: revising the design of future benches to discourage skateboarders; modifying exis ng benches; and/or se ng the benches further away from the path,
beyond the distance skateboarders can easily jump and return to the pavement.
•

Benches throughout the park will be refurbished, and measures put in place to prevent skateboarding damage.

•

Increased maintenance such as rapid removal of graﬃ , along with increased security, will help
discourage vandalism and graﬃ .

Setting benches a short distance off of the path edge would make them less attainable
and attractive to skateboarders. Setting them off the path with a backdrop of plantings
would be following one of J.F. Dawson’s (Olmsted Brothers) original suggestions.

Oã«Ù S®ã FçÙÄ®Ý«®Ä¦Ý

The existing receptacles were installed in 1994. Several no longer stay reliably closed or are missing the
side door panel.

Site furnishings should be improved to be er serve park users and to facilitate ease of maintenance. A consistent style or harmonious pale e of furnishings should be adopted that reflects Memorial Park’s iden ty
and its par cular aesthe c. In general these furnishings should be simple, durable and a rac ve, yet visually unobtrusive, in keeping with the original design mo f of the park’s being “as simple as possible, unbroken by walks and other objects any more than is necessary.” They should also be consistent with products
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favored by the Parks and Recrea on Department for ease of use, maintenance and replacement / repair.
In addi on to upgrading exis ng li er receptacles, other types of furnishings that should be considered for
adding to the park include scoop-bag dispensers for dog walkers, drinking fountains, an informa on board
(perhaps associated with the Park Oﬃce) and, subject to availability of pickup service, receptacles for recycling. Bike racks should be located in visually unobtrusive loca ons, such as at the street ends or Margaret
Street and Memorial Park Drive just outside the park.
•

Site furnishings / ameni es will be upgraded and increased, taking care to avoid visual clu er in
the park and to maintain a consistent look that reflects Memorial Park’s iden ty and aesthe cs.

S®¦Ä¦ Ι DÊÄÊÙ RÊ¦Ä®ã®ÊÄ
Exis ng signage at Memorial Park has been placed in ways that visually disrupt a number of important
views and vistas, and that create something of a hodge-podge appearance. It also lacks a cohesive style or
any customiza on to make it fit the character and aesthe c of this unique site. Placement of traﬃc signs
could also be be er coordinated with the park’s layout.
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As recommended for Site Furnishings, above, signage should also be designed as part of a harmonious pale e of site elements. It should also be as visually unobtrusive as possible, within the context of its role – a
certain degree of visibility being necessary for signs to be eﬀec ve.
Several dis nct types of signs are necessary, and each may follow a dis nct yet related set of design parameters: main and secondary iden ty signs that simply iden fy Memorial Park, and possibly specific features
within it (e.g., Park Oﬃce); administra ve signs that state rules and regula ons, and other necessary informa on such as park hours and MPA / City contact informa on; interpre ve signs that can give informa on
about the park’s history, significance, design, artworks, etc.; and donor recogni on. Space should also be
iden fied for temporary pos ng of City, MPA and/or community informa on. Digital technology such as
the use of QR codes can take the place of, or supplement, many of these “hard” signs, helping to reduce
their visual impact on the park.
Donor recogni on should be appropriately impressive, without necessarily being large or visually intrusive,
and should be displayed in one centralized loca on to preserve the historical integrity of the park landscape. A crea ve and thema c design mo f that fits the park’s unique iden ty and aesthe c can strengthen the appeal.
•

A consistent style of park signage will be developed, appropriate to this unique place and coordinated with the design of MPA web pages, logo(s) and other elements of branding.

•

Signs will be consolidated and placed to minimize visual clu er and respect important park views
and vistas.

•

Donor recogni on will be provided in a single, appropriate loca on, with a suitably tasteful and
elegant design character that is aesthe cally compa ble with the park.

Examples of contemporary identity, informational and interpretive
signs in Olmsted landscapes.
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Donor recognition features can take a variety of forms to suit the character of the place.

F½¦ÖÊ½
The loca on for a flagpole was shown on the original design plans; its axial rela onship across the lawn
from the sculpture would work well to highlight the memorial, accentua ng the park layout’s focus on it.
The two exis ng flagpoles should be consolidated into two flags on one pole at the originally specified locaon.
•

The originally designed flagpole loca on will be installed.

L®¦«ã®Ä¦ Ι S®ã PÊóÙ
Ligh ng was originally provided in the park through pole mounted globe fixtures with half basket ornamenta on. These were incorporated into the balustrade and placed along the oval walk. This ligh ng system
has been replaced at least twice, changing the style and some of the loca ons of the lights, most no ceably on the esplanade where they were removed from the balustrade and replaced down the center of the
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lawn. The present globe fixtures and poles are a much simplified version of the original, which in turn was
very similar to, but not an exact match for, the type suggested by the Olmsteds.

From left to right: light style suggested by Olmsted Brothers; lights as installed on the balustrade, c. 1925;
current fixture with simple faceted (as opposed to more classical fluted) pole.

Fixtures moved from the balustrade to the middle of the esplanade impact key views to the memorial from
both adjacent park entrances (left); a floodlight was previously used to illuminate the sculpture, visible at far
left in 1941 photograph (right).

Illumina on in most of the park is moderately good today; some por ons along the Margaret Street and
Memorial Park Drive sides of the park seem less “readable” at night. The deferred maintenance visible in
some of the fixtures, such as dirt or debris in the globes, or lamps that are overdue for replacement giving
oﬀ lower, yellower illumina on, can add to a percep on that the park is unsafe.
Ligh ng for the memorial has also been replaced at least twice. The current fixtures are mounted inside
the fountain basin. Their presence and the surface mounted conduit that feeds them greatly detract from
the appearance and integrity of the memorial fountain.
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The installation of lights and electrical conduit in the fountain basin wall has damaged
the interior surface and is visually intrusive.

The recommenda ons for overhauling the park’s ligh ng system include the following (see the Ligh ng
Concept diagram, below):
Restore the ligh ng in the balustrade, using environmentally suitable materials such as fiberglass
composite to endure harsh condi ons while matching the look of the original fixtures; remove the
exis ng esplanade poles.
Upgrade all fixtures to higher eﬃciency, longer lifespan ligh ng such as Color Corrected LED, to
reduce maintenance burden and energy consump on.
Replace exis ng poles with longer las ng, more maintenance-free poles such as composite poles,
again, to match the look of the originals.
Add fixtures as needed to eliminate darker zones on the park’s east and west edges, and to compensate for the reloca on of the esplanade ligh ng.
Upgrade the Riverside Avenue streetlights to a type with be er aesthe cs and compa bility with
the park (to be coordinated with the City and JEA).
Remove the exis ng ligh ng within the fountain and replace it with tree-mounted fixtures specialized for longer distance exhibit ligh ng. The color range of the ligh ng should be warmer for the
sculpture, and cooler – perhaps in a range between what is typical for incandescent and for metal
halide ligh ng – for the overall site.
This upgrade to park ligh ng will likely require upgrading the electrical service and, possibly, site distribuon as well; this will need to be confirmed in the design phase. This service upgrade should also include
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the provision of site power outlets in lockable boxes, in case needed to support special events, weddings or
other gatherings in the park.
•

Upgrades to park lighƟng and site power will enhance the uniformity and illuminaƟon level of site
lighƟng, reduce energy and maintenance requirements, help restore the original balustrade design,
improve lighƟng for the sculpture and provide beƩer support for events in the park.

RENOVATED LIGHTING WITHIN PROMENADE
PORTION OF PARK (NET INCREASE 3 FIXTURES)

NEW LIGHTING TO MATCH BALUSTRADE
TREE MOUNTED EXHIBIT LIGHTING
FOR SCULPTURE
RESTORED BALUSTRADE LIGHTING

Lighting Concept
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR KEY ELEMENTS:
LANDSCAPE
Landscapes change; this is inevitable. Plan ng designs are composed of dynamic living things that grow,
struggle, thrive, change, die – frequently doing these things at mes, or in ways, that were not quite what
was expected. In an important historic landscape such as Memorial Park it is very rarely, if ever, feasible –
or even desirable – to take things back to a par cular moment in me and then keep them there.
Rather, in stewarding such landscapes, their spirit, character and inten ons must be understood, and then
used to guide how we shape the landscape for the future. The plan ng details of historic designs, while
important, can never be replicated exactly: some of the plants used in the original plan of this park, for example, ul mately proved not all that well suited to this site, or are no longer seen as smart choices for this
region; others proved too well suited, and too hard to keep in check, overrunning their neighbors and the
integrity of the design; and some are now termed invasive exo cs, oﬃcially discouraged or even banned
from use in the landscape.
And while some of the designers’ original inten ons are usually waylaid by their own plants, to greater or
lesser degrees, there are also other, inevitable changes to deal with through me. Genera ons of caretakers, faced with having to make adapta ons, may act based on diﬀering interpreta ons or some mes
limited knowledge of the intent and spirit of the design, and each leaves its mark. Environmental condions change: salt water encroaches as growing popula ons use up the fresh; new insects and diseases arrive, taking certain plant species out of use; soils compact or wear out. Society changes, as well. The cost
of today’s maintenance, the scarcity of well-trained landscape personnel and the cuts in most ci es’ parks
budgets make ours a very diﬀerent world from that of the Olmsteds – to say nothing of the Crime PrevenƟon Through Environmental Design principles that now must inform most public landscapes.
The landscape renova on concept of the Master Plan seeks to preserve and strengthen what remains of
the original design intent (which has been closely studied in the process): both the details (plants), and the
larger landscape structure and organiza on, that persist from the original plan are given great priority and
respect.
The landscape concept also seeks to incorporate the subsequent changes and addi ons that work well with
the original design intent, or that have acquired such great intrinsic value – even if somewhat independent
of the original plan – that to undo them would make no sense. (A beau ful, wide-spreading, 60-inch caliper
live oak that is not really quite in the right place is an example.)
The original design and these non-reversible changes are to be carefully blended, along with compa ble
new elements – generally, close adapta ons of things in the original design – to reflect the original design
more clearly, and make stronger – for current and future visitors – the experience of Memorial Park as a
unique, welcoming, peaceful place of beauty that truly belongs to everyone.
The landscape parts and pieces that make up this whole include the overall layout – the spa al organizaon, or how the various areas of the park are understood – and then the landscape layers of canopy (large
trees), understory, mid layer (shrubs) and ground plane (low plan ngs or lawn). Pa erns to keep in mind
include sun, shade and dappled light; spaces that open to long views, versus those that are more in mate
and contained; and where to strategically use more visually intensive plan ngs – the focal points as opposed to the quieter background.
The spirit and intent of the original design that strongly inform the landscape concept are simplicity; harmony of foliage (e.g., pleasingly blending and contras ng greens, no variega on, no purple foliage); variety
(both in plan ngs and in the feel of the spaces one encounters); carefully arranged visual composi ons;
and carefully planned sightlines and sequences of views and vistas – the choreography of the experience.
In all, the original primary goals must always be kept in view: giving the memorial even more emo onal
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power, and making a truly public space of quiet beauty that welcomes all comers, and allows them to enjoy
the park in a great variety of ways.

SÖã®½ OÙ¦Ä®þã®ÊÄ
One important way to understand the park landscape is its organiza on into various areas of dis nct visual
character, environmental condi ons, pale es of materials, and/or uses and roles in the design. Memorial
Park is composed of the following areas (see Site Organiza on diagram, below):
•

The Entrances are meant to provide a formal sense of a threshold and invi ng glimpses of the landscape beauty just beyond, as well as drama c long views to the memorial Life sculpture

•

The Esplanade provides a shady allee leading along the river, from the two southerly park entrances,
to the memorial; its simple treatment of large live oaks and lawn creates an open, invi ng space for
strolling, si ng, enjoying river views or fishing, and focuses views strongly on the memorial.

•

The Lawn is meant to ensure the visibility of the sculpture from countless vantage points around the
park, including some beyond its edge (on Riverside Avenue), while also invi ng a very wide variety of
informal uses.

•

The Promenade rings the lawn, defining it spa ally, and with its large canopy trees provides a semishaded walking path that is the park’s most ac ve feature. It was meant to have con nuous views to
the memorial, and to oﬀer interest and beauty in the changing sequences of spaces, plan ngs and
views as one passes along the park’s perimeter landscapes.

•

The Perimeter Plan ngs and Openings create the greatest variety in the park landscape, both hor culturally and spa ally. This zone alternates between smaller open lawns, that maintain open views
and provide a variety of usable spaces, and planted beds that separate and define these spaces, with
layered masses of diﬀerent ground covers and low and tall shrubs.
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•

The Park Edge was intended to frame and enclose the park; viewed from inside the park, a more or
less con nuous, deep green backdrop to everything in front of it; from the outside, a semi-permeable
edge that allows glimpses of the park and the sculpture. Contemporary concerns for security require
that this concept be adapted to allow greater visibility into and out of the park, especially in the cri cal zone between 2-3 and 6-8 feet above grade.

P½Äã®Ä¦Ý
Tree Canopy
Magnificent large trees, especially live oaks, are icons of Memorial Park. This layer of the park’s plan ng
has evolved considerably from its ini al design: as noted in the History sec on, trees to the inside of the
promenade walk were added when the park was built, contrary to the design plans. In addi on to being
more open, the original plans also made more of a species diﬀeren a on between the esplanade (oaks)
and the promenade (magnolias); today oaks predominate. Available historic aerial photographs (see
History, above) suggest one or more interim replacements of oaks that failed in the lower por on of the
lawn, especially along the west side. In the 1990s, a number of oaks and East Palatka hollies were added
throughout the north half of the park. The original tree plan and current condi ons are compared in the
diagrams on the following page.
The park today is too densely planted in certain areas, crea ng excessively deep shade in places. While
shade is essen al for human comfort in the Florida landscape – arguably more essen al than the Olmsteds,
who were perhaps thinking mostly of winter visitors, appreciated, and thus perhaps jus fying some adjustment to the plan – and while a good deal of transi on from sun to shade is to be expected in any landscape, the current shade condi on in some places far exceeds these expected or desirable adjustments.

In conjunction with the first phase of the 1990s
landscape renovations (excerpt of plan, above),
extra oak trees were field-located and installed by
the City. These now form a tight bunch of mediumsized trees that impact plantings below and views
to and from the park.
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It significantly aﬀects the hor cultural op ons, leading to greater monotony as well as a less healthy and
a rac ve landscape. It creates a vague percep on of danger, especially at dusky mes when the contrast
with open areas is greatest. The excess, crowded trees also obliterate some of the original design’s intended open spaces that provided visual variety, landscape vistas and usable spaces.
The Master Plan shows a general restora on of selected open spaces, to restore variety, vistas and usable
spaces, improve the percep on of park safety and increase light levels for plan ngs below the canopy layer. This will require a detailed inventory and evalua on of the exis ng trees, to iden fy structural defects,
health issues and other factors, from which a plan can be developed iden fying trees to be preserved,
re-located or removed. Removal will obviously be a diﬃcult and perhaps controversial decision for trees
of any significant size, however, it will be the best op on for trees that are or may become hazards due to
structure or health issues, as well as for trees that are in such crowded placement that healthy growth will
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become impossible. Canopy management (i.e., semi-annual inspec on and thinning, for both tree health
and aesthe c purposes) will also be essen al and will help maintain landscape vistas and light levels.
Therapeu c Tree Care
The body of knowledge and methods for nurturing trees is growing significantly, as leading arborists
and landscape maintenance professionals develop sophis cated techniques such as soil de-compacon, the injec on of nutrients and beneficial microorganisms, organic land management and tree
protec on during construc on. This is especially valuable for large, mature trees and/or those facing
challenging or changing site condi ons. The many mature oaks and magnolias in the park, many of
which are original, should be a priority to nurture and retain. Qualified professionals with this type of
state-of-the-art exper se should be involved in the planning, design and construc on phases of proj59

ects as the Master Plan is implemented, and in ongoing tree care and management a erward.
Understory / Shrub / Groundcover Layers
A comparison of the original plan ng plan for the park (below) and the exis ng ground-plane landscape
(opposite page) shows several key diﬀerences:
•

Hor cultural variety has been greatly reduced;

•

More complex composi ons of plant groupings and massings have been simplified into larger, o en
more linear groupings;

•

Along the east and west sides of the park, the undula ng pa ern of curving planted beds that define
and separate the open spaces in the perimeter landscape, has largely been lost;
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•

Also along the east and west sides, much of the park edge plan ng is gone; and

•

Beds extending north from the esplanade, that originally framed the memorial plaza, have also disappeared.

Many of these changes are logical responses to changed condi ons: when original plan ngs failed, or
proved unmanageable (given the staﬀ and funding resources available), the plant pale e was simplified
and plan ngs reduced; and as crime and safety became concerns, lower and fewer plan ngs became
preferred. In some other cases, changes have been accidents of history: shrubs planted as parts of hedges
survived as sole specimens and were allowed to grow huge; or patches of isolated plan ngs remain from
an otherwise vanished original bed. Nature plays a role as well, as wind and wildlife disperse seeds in the

park, and plants such as greenbriar and Virginia creeper, as well as laurel oak, pecan, hackberry, cherry laurel, camphor tree and many others, con nually appear. Such aggressive volunteers will always be a challenge to design integrity and an added maintenance burden.
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Remnant shrubs: now isolated in lawn, a coontie clump (left) may well be a survivor of an original planting
bed in that portion of the park (center); a Japanese yew probably once planted as a hedge or shrub is now
a small tree (right).

The Master Plan envisions a sensi ve rehabilita on of the park’s historic plan ng design, which is an important work of that me and an integral part of the way the whole park should be experienced. It seeks
to restore elements and characteris cs of the original plan that are feasible in today’s – and tomorrow’s –
condi ons. These include:
•

Reintroducing more hor cultural variety;

•

Reintroducing a degree of more layering, grouping and detail of composi on;

•

Restoring the east and west park edge landscaping, adapted to meet current security considera ons
(i.e., lower growing, less dense plan ngs);

•

Restoring the sinuous bed “islands” and be er defined open spaces in the perimeter landscape
around the promenade;

•

Selec vely removing over-mature shrubs and other plants that are badly located and strongly detract
from the goals and integrity of the overall plan, block cri cally important views and/or create safety
concerns;

•

Removing overly aggressive groundcovers that obliterate bed boundaries and overtake neighboring
plants;

•

Removing plants that are in very poor condi on or appearance due to incompa bility with site condions, damage or disease; and

•

Developing administra ve and funding systems that will increase maintenance resources, commensurate with the above.

Layers of plant materials
provided more contrast
in heights, textures, habit
and color in the original
planting scheme (shown
in conceptual cross section, left); the existing condition has far less variety
(opposite).
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Concept sketch (right) for restoration of some
of the original design’s approach to groupings,
layering and massings, composition, contrast
(within a harmonious whole) and variety.

Concept sketch (right) for removing blockages
to key views (such as the hedge in the above
photo), selectively thinning canopy to increase
light levels, adding layering and variety in the
bed plantings, and using strategically placed
color. Also note the signage consolidation.
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HorƟcultural IntensificaƟon / Accents
The Master Plan landscape concept is strategic
and selec ve in the use of hor cultural accents
– spots where more intensive composi ons of
flowering shrubs, perennials and other plants
create a strong focal point in the landscape. (A
possible pa ern is represented by the pink highlights on the plan, le .) This is in keeping with
the original Olmsted Brothers design approach
that carefully staged the sequences of views and
the layering of landscape features seen across a
site. This also keeps the maintenance requirements for the park from overwhelming the
available resources, as only some areas are horculturally intensive while others are allowed to
be background.
The landscape concept also suggests using groupings of palms as accent features. This was a dis nct component of the original pale e; a number of these palms survive as mature specimens today and should be
given more prominence, such as by opening up vistas to these specimens, adding more of the same type to
restore lost groupings, and/or adding other compa ble palm varie es.
Plant PaleƩe
The following are general recommenda ons for poten al addi onal plant selec ons that will best “fit,”
preserve and restore the historic design intent and character of the park, while also responding to contemporary needs for safety, maintainability and environmental responsibility. They are meant to complement,
not replace, exis ng species and varie es that are thriving and appropriate in the park’s landscape, thereby
expanding the overall pale e and restoring landscape variety and richness. These recommenda ons are
intended to guide both a significant renova on as contemplated in this Master Plan, and day-to-day management and ongoing, smaller- scale improvements that will inevitably have to be made as plan ngs are

Original planting and vista composition (left) in southeast corner of park and similar treatment suggested
in the Master Plan (right). Typical of the care that went into the design, J.F. Dawson wrote to Ninah Cummer (1/9/23) explaining the intent that views to a color accent, in this case a mass of oleanders, would be
seen between the trunks of tall palms, and backed by “a round-headed, broad-leaved evergreen tree,which
could attain a sufficient height but would contrast desirably in height and character with the palms.”
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lost to age, a ri on and other environmental factors.
As a Master Plan-level set of recommenda ons, these do not cons tue specific and detailed plan ng design. Full design plans should be developed a er a thorough inventory and evalua on of exis ng trees, a
complete evalua on of the parks’s soil condi ons and hydrology and an analysis of the water available for
irriga on have all been completed. Plan ng design must also be coordinated with an cipated maintenance
funding and resources, informa on which is not known at this me.
The plant pale e is discussed below with reference to the various design roles that the plan ngs play, in
the various parts of the site described in the Spa al Organiza on diagram, above.
Park Edges: Perimeter Enclosure Shrubs
Shrubs and small trees originally created a green frame around the en re park. The Olmsteds used a
large variety and large quan es of medium to tall evergreens, several of which also flowered, including oleander, ligustrum, osmanthus, anise, laurus nus, sweet viburnum, abelia, yaupon, two kinds of
spireas (cantoniensis, prunifolium), boxthorn, etc. As noted above, the Olmsted Brothers loved crea ng
careful, elegant composi ons of diverse greens – looking at texture, color, plant habit, height, density/
transparency, etc. (“Harmony in the foliage eﬀects….”) They never used variegated plants unless forced
to. They also tended to emphasize bloom much less than their clients some mes wanted, although
there was a lot of it in this pale e. Typically, they also strongly preferred that plants be allowed to grow
to their natural form, a maintenance-related aesthe c concept which also aﬀects plant selec on.
Presently, the shrub layer throughout the park is dominated by evergreen azaleas. A clipped holly
hedge and some sasanqua camellias line the Riverside Avenue edge, while the perimeters along the
side streets are largely bare.
In order to restore the sense of oasis and enclosure, enhance plant diversity, and provide opportuni es
for pleasing contrasts and composi ons the following should be considered. Many of these are dwarf
varie es, which reduces the need for pruning and promotes security; larger-growing shrubs should be
used sparingly, and carefully placed so as to avoid crea ng hiding places or blocking important sight
lines.
Camellia species: japonica* varie es (generally tougher here than sasanqua), plus other species.
Spiraea species: cantoniensis* (medium/large shrub), japonica (smaller), possibly others.
Viburnum * species and varie es - V. obovatum, suspensum, possibly others Inkberry holly (Ilex
glabra), especially dwarf cul vars like ‘Shamrock.’
Illicium (anise) ‘Aztec Fire’ (smaller growing variety)
Dwarf Wax Myrtle
Dwarf Yaupon Holly*
Coon e*
* = plants included in original OB design

Harmonious foliage effects: sweet viburnum; Don’s Dwarf wax myrtle; inkberry holly.
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Perimeter Plan ng Beds - Shrub and Perennial Masses and Layering
Currently, this intermediate zone is composed largely of azaleas and liriope, with occasional plumbago,
lily of the Nile (Agapanthus), Indian hawthorn and a few other plants. This part of Memorial Paark
originally had the greatest intensity of display with spiraeas, plumbago, jasmines, Duranta, Rose of
Sharon, several lantanas, Turk’s cap and many others (a number of which are now classified as invasive
pest plants).
Shrubs and perennials in a variety of sizes, textures, habits and shades of green should be u lized to
create beau ful composi ons in the important landscape zone just outside the promenade. Striking beauty does not necessarily have to be fussy or diﬃcult to maintain; with good plant choices and
design, ci es such as New York and Chicago have created moments of green urban beauty in some
extremey tough environments.
In addi on to the shrubs listed in the previous sec on, some of which may also be used here, the
following, generaly smaller plants may be worth incorpora ng into this important landscape. These
would generally “face down” the beds, with medium-sized plants behind, and the shortest ground covers at the front edges of the beds:
Very Low:
Mondo grass*
Lily of the Nile
Beach sunflower (sun only)
Crocosmia
Dutch Iris cul vars (Iris xilphium)
Low (generally <24”):
Alpinia japonica (ginger)
Cast iron plant (shade only)
Darrow’s blueberry
Habranthus (Rain lily)
Lantana montevidensis*
Paperwhite narcissus
Dwarf Pi osporum
Ruscus aculeatus

Rugged beauty: 97th Street pocket park, New York
(Lynden Miller, publicgardendesign.com)

Medium:
African Iris (Dietes)
Alpinia nutans (Ginger)
Blood lily (Scaedoxus)
Crinum lily
Flax lily *
Georgia calamint
Gopher apple
Tropical Giant spider lily (Hymenocallis)
Red spider lily (Lycoris)
Rosemary
Darrow’s blueberry (top) and Ruscus aculeatus
(Charles Hubbuch, southeastgarden.com)
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Color / Hor cultural Intensifica on
As noted above, the recommended strategy for the use of intensive color in the park landscape is to
concentrate these eﬀorts at selected spots within the park that contribute to an interes ng visual
sequence and variety, rather than a empt to fill the en re park. A useful cue can be taken from the
original design and corresponding wri ngs (see the Appendix) that show a great concern for the overall,
harmonious look of the landscape, within which variety provides contrast and interest.
Currently, seasonal color is achieved primarily through spring azaleas, spring flowering trees, a few
other floweirng shrubs and bulbs, and rota ons of annuals that are lined out along edges of beds. It
would be more consistent with the Olmsteds’ design intent to rely more on flowering shrubs, perennials and even bulbs, and to limit or eliminate the use of annuals, which the firm generally avoided except
in highly formalized applica ons. If annuals remain part of the pale e, they should be used in a more
integrated manner, blended in to mixed borders with perennials and shrubs rather than as stand-alone
bedding plan ngs and edgers.
Another lost aspect of the original plan ng design that the Master Plan seeks to restore is the use of
palms, especially in groups, as accentua ng landscape features at key focal points. This was originally
done flanking the memorial as well as at the north corner entrances and elsewhere. Species selec ons
will need to be updated to reflect changes in taste, a be er understanding of some species’ hardiness,
and concerns over invasiveness.

From left: Rain lily; Winter-flowering azalea (R. x. ‘Koromo Shikibu’), needle palm, mule palm.(Charles
Hubbuch, southeastgarden.com)

LóÄÝ
The park’s lawns are a well used and much loved feature, but suﬀer from infesta ons of weeds, ants, and in
some areas, excessive shading. Adjustments to bedlines and tree canopy, as proposed in the Master Plan,
will somewhat address shading issues, and renova on of the park’s lawns should also be undertaken, using
the toughest and least water- and input-demanding variety that is available at that me. Given the steady
usage of the park’s lawn areas, whatever grass is selected will need to be one that regenerates quickly.
Recent, more rugged varie es of Bermuda grass such as ‘Celebra on’ or ‘Tifgrand,’ which reportedly have
some increased shade tolerance, may be good op ons; nearer the river, a Zoysia may stand up to salt influence be er. These two varie es can co-exist fairly well. While they do tend to turn brown in winter, they
are both more likely to stand up well with the usage here than is St. Augus ne grass, which would stay
green. Winter overseeding with rye might be an op on if a green winter appearance is considered important. Bahiagrass is to be avoided due to its rapid seed produc on, requiring very frequent mowing in rainy
summer months, and its rela ve lack of longevity as a solid cover that can out-compete weeds.
Soil improvement (see Soils, below) will also help to reduce the need for chemical inputs to maintain turf
health, a cri cal considera on in such close proximity to the river.
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IÙÙ®¦ã®ÊÄ
A complete overhaul of the park’s irriga on system is needed. The exis ng system (really a collec on of
several systems and extensive addi ons and renova ons, all patched together) func ons moderately well
today, but also frequently needs to be supplemented with hand watering. Much of it is aged; it will not
have the flexibility required to adapt and expand as the park’s landscape is restored, and its eﬃciency falls
below that of current systems and equipment. A more detailed inves ga on might be done in the design
stage, to determine if some por ons of the exis ng main are worth incorpora ng into the new system. The
new system should include weather and soil moisture sensors, flow monitors ed to a computer-accessible
controller to monitor for leaks, and up-to-date, eﬃcient heads and other distribu on equipment.

SÊ®½Ý
Exis ng soils are a major challenge to successful hor culture and maintenance in Memorial Park. Thorough tes ng of soils for pH, nutrients, salts, pollutants and percola on rates, as well as depth to water
table, is needed, addressing all areas of the park. Available informa on and observa ons to date suggest
that the soil here is sandy, nutrient-poor, highly alkaline, and possibly aﬀected by salt as well as areas of
subsurface hardpan. These are among the worst criteria possible for two of the park’s most prevalent and
historically popular plants, azaleas and camellias.
An aggressive program of soil revitaliza on is needed. This was recommended to the City by the Olmsteds
in 1922; whether completed or not is unknown. In any case present condi ons require a substan al eﬀort,
if the renova on of the landscape and the goal of maintaining it economically in the years ahead are to
succeed, and another need for renova on in the not too distant future avoided.. Emerging technologies of
building a healthy soil ecosystem, by introducing beneficial microorganisms, fungi and insects along with
organic ma er into the soil, should be used in this eﬀort; these organic land care techniques will be the
standard in decades to come, and are already gaining a en on in places where impacts to water quality
are of concern. Memorial Park is certainly one of these.
•

In summary, the Master Plan Landscape RenovaƟon will:
•

Restore key open spaces in the plan, providing greater variety of experience, improved visibility
and landscape vistas, and improved light condi ons for plan ng;

•

Enhance hor cultural variety and a layered, more complex composi on, in concert with establishing a stronger resource base for park maintenance;

•

Restore key plan ng elements that have been lost, such as sinuous curved beds and a framing
edge along the east and west edges of the park, and dis nc ve beds framing the main views to
the memorial;

•

Remove unhealthy, poten ally hazardous or overly aggressive plants, as well as selec vely remove those that block cri cally important views or severely degrade the integrity of the historic
design;

•

Strategically use spots of hor cultural intensifica on and emphasis, including flowering plants
and palms, in selected loca ons to reinforce the desired visual eﬀect of the design and the choreography of experience;

•

Restore the park’s lawns;

•

Replace the park’s irriga on system with eﬃcient, up-to-date equipment and controls; and

•

Revitalize and build the park’s soil, through state of the art organic land-care techniques.
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IMPLEMENTATION & PHASING
IÃÖ½ÃÄãã®ÊÄ
The Memorial Park Master Plan is the overall framework for the improvements that will further restore the
park’s special, historic beauty, and bring it into a modern condi on, on sound foo ng for long-term sustainability. The Master Plan is not a detailed design plan, from which these improvements will be directly
implemented, but rather a set of principles, overall goals and design concepts that will guide each specific
project or phase of implementa on.
Es mates of the total capital cost of improvements described in this Master Plan total some $2.8 million.
At the Master Plan stage, budge ng is preliminary. Many of the Plan’s elements will require more detailed
inves ga on of exis ng condi ons than is included at this stage, for example, engineering assessments
of exis ng u li es, drainage and other park systems, or analysis of soils throughout the park, or detailed
evalua on of the condi on of the sculpture by a professional conservator. Also, many decisions about
materials selec on and other details of design and construc on are normally made during the Design
Development and Construc on Documents stages, rather than in master planning; or decisions or assumpons made now may be revisited in those later stages, based on new informa on, budget considera ons or
other factors.
Using the Master Plan as a guide, the comprehensive restora on of the park may very well be undertaken
in phases, based on budgets, logis cs or coordina on with external agencies (e.g., bulkhead work, or
pu ng u li es undergound). Each phase or discrete project would involve a sequence of implementaon steps: establishing funding for construc on and the associated “so ” costs of design services, project
management, permi ng, con ngencies, etc.; iden fying funding for maintenance; gathering any necessary
addi onal informa on such as updated survey, or more detailed evalua ons of certain exis ng condi ons;
preparing design and construc on documents, and securing the necessary approvals and permits; bidding
and contrac ng the work, and comple ng construc on.
Some of these tasks, such as surveys and assessments, design and the prepara on of construc on documents can certainly be combined and done at one me for the park as a whole, if funding allows, even if
the final implementa on steps (permits, bidding, construc on) are phased. Of course if funding is available
and no coordina on issues prevent it, the Plan’s en re program of improvements could be completed in a
single phase, park-wide.

P«Ý®Ä¦
Phasing or the sequence of improvements should be carefully planned so that early work is not unduly
impacted or destroyed by construc on ac vi es of later projects, e.g., finish work of plan ng or walkway
installa on should not precede significant underground work for u li es. However, within certain prac cal
limits, ideas of phasing must also be flexible. This will allow the MPA to take advantage of funding opportuni es that may arise, unforeseen, and that may only be available to apply to certain projects or types of
improvements.
The following are issues to consider in the phasing of improvements. This is not an exhaus ve list of all
of the possible influences and factors, but is intended to point out certain cri cal path items, and to help
guide the decision-making process as implementa on moves forward.
Informa on Needed for Detailed Design
• Engineering evalua on of the bulkhead: determine scope of needed bulkhead improvements, including poten al new top eleva on (by City)
• Inventory and evalua on of exis ng trees by a specialty arborist (contract); arborist input should also
be integral to the design and construc on oversight stages.
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•
•
•
•
•

Evalua on of exis ng drainage infrastructure (by City or through contract).
Water table eleva on measurements, iden fica on of hardpan areas and water quality tes ng (data
can be collected in-house [by auguring]; samples sent out for tes ng).
Comprehensive soil tes ng (same as above).
Irriga on water quality tes ng (same as above).
Conserva on evalua on of cast stone elements -- balustrades and fountain (contract).

Early Improvements
The following generally should occur first:
• Reloca on underground of overhead u li es; especially, prior to fencing, wall repairs, or landscape/
irriga on along the Riverside Avenue edge.
• Bulkhead work must precede balustrade work, or renova ons of adjacent walks; balustrade work
must precede or be concurrent with park ligh ng renova on.
• Underground electric improvements (park site service and distribu on), water service upgrades,
drainage work and irriga on main installa on should precede walkway renova ons or landscape
improvements, unless rou ng can be coordinated to avoid impacts (note that sleeves can be installed
during any renova on of walkways, to facilitate future work).
• Replacement of exis ng fountain lights should precede or be concurrent with fountain restora on.
• Soil regenera on and amending – addi on of organics, introduc on of beneficial organisms, composting/mulching, etc. – should begin early and be con nued for as long as possible prior to landscape
work, as well as con nuing therea er.
• Irriga on area improvements (zone lines and heads or other distribu on equipment) should precede
or be concurrent with plan ngs.
• Bench repairs / replacements should probably occur early, as their current condi on issues, graﬃ ,
etc. present a poor image to the general community and, being previous dona ons, may discourage
future donors if not well kept up.
• Park ligh ng and ligh ng for the sculpture are highly visible improvements and may provide a boost
in community percep on of the park if completed early.
• Balustrade repair is also a highly visible issue.
Flexible Timing
The following improvements may be chosen for early, mid or late phasing (subject to the caveats noted
above), depending on funding, perceived public-rela ons/community impact value, or other factors:
• New park oﬃce.
• Sculpture conserva on.
• Fence replacement and wall repairs.
• Fountain restora on.
• Site furnishings upgrades (li er receptacles, etc.).
• Signage improvements.
• Flagpole reloca on.
• Walkway renova ons; this element’s ming may be determined by condi on issues, as upli ing
gradually con nues.
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Landscape, Turf and Irriga on
Generally, these are “finish work” items that come last, in new construc on. However, Memorial Park has
much landscape that is established and will need to be worked around in any case; some of these areas
might be enhanced early, because the landscape is such a highly visible and much-loved feature of the
park.
If it is determined that landscape improvements can and should begin early in the process, it may be helpful to think of the park’s landscape in terms of discrete packages or areas that can be worked as a coherent
whole, perhaps with donor sponsorship. The a ached diagram of poten al Landscape Project Sub-Areas
suggests some logical phasing. However, it will be cri cally important to manage the design of each area to
fit cohesively within the park’s overall landscape; i.e., some degree of detailed design for the whole must
be done, and used to guide the final design and implementa on of individual areas, if these are phased.

Landscape Project Sub-Areas

M®ÄãÄÄ
Enhancing the MPA’s and City’s maintenance resources and capabili es is essen al to implemen ng the
Master Plan. Current capaci es for maintenance do not quite keep up with current demand, let alone that
of a renovated and improved landscape; the park generally looks good, thanks in large part to the addi onal funding and volunteer work force that the MPA provides, but shor alls s ll occur. Such things as rapid
removal of graﬃ , regular upkeep of ligh ng and site furnishings, regular trash pickup and grounds kept
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clear of landscape trimmings or other debris are cri cally important because they give the impression that
the park is well managed, well watched and cared for; this discourages behaviors such as vandalism and
graﬃ . Lack of consistency in these areas, by contrast, only invites more of these undesirable behaviors,
resul ng in even greater challenges to maintaining a strong appearance.
Several strategies have been iden fied for building maintenance capabili es for the park. These include:
• Building an endowment fund as part of any capital fund-raising eﬀorts;
• Solici ng annual support specifically for maintenance;
• Establishing a neighborhood- or district-wide voluntary funding source, supported by area businesses,
restaurants, and/or property owners, which would represent a dedicated funding stream; and
• Increasing the size and capabili es of the volunteer corps, through community outreach, an improved
physical base of opera ons, and a more formalized organiza onal structure.
These strategies will be further developed as the Master Plan’s concepts are funded, designed and constructed.

SçÙ®ãù
Security has greatly improved in recent years, but of course is always a concern in a public park. Security
and maintenance reinforce each other and are equally essen al for the success of the Master Plan’s implementa on and the park’s future. While increased direct funding for security is always a possibility, within
either the JSO or MPA’s purview (or both), crea ve strategies for enhancing security may help address this
need more cost-eﬀec vely.
One poten al strategy might be joint agreements where security resources and their associated costs are
shared with neighboring proper es. Having nearby nigh me security include occasional checks on the
park in their schedule might be a cost-eﬀec ve way to increase security.
During the day me, volunteers could be signed up for specific roles, such as sta oning in the Park Oﬃce, or
otherwise monitoring the site. This is a strategy used at a number of other city parks, where park restrooms are unlocked and locked by regular volunteers.
MPA or community “docents” or volunteers, whenever present, will also provide “eyes on the park.” Just as
a more formalized and expanded organiza on will help with maintenance, it will help with security. Increasing the sense of community presence, of responsible people being in the park, greatly reduces risks of
vandalism and crime. Ongoing, energe c community outreach and engagement, in conjunc on with making the park cleaner, with improving visibility, and simply making it more a rac ve, more beau ful, will
populate the park with visitors and con nue the trend of making Memorial Park safer.

Neighborhood volunteers are key to the ongoing success of the restored
Conservatory Garden in New York. (Lynden Miller, publicgardendesign.com)
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MEMORIAL PARK MASTER PLAN -- APPENDIX A: LIST OF DRAWINGS IN ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

1. FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE (ONHS), BROOKLINE, MA
2. JACKSONVILLE HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARCHIVES (JHS), JACKSONVILLE, FL

1. DRAWINGS HELD AT ONHS
As listed in the Olmsted Research Guide Online (http:// ww3.rediscov.com/olmsted). Refer to ORGO for additional
information including size and media of drawings and artist/creator (where known).
Item Number:
5151- 1
Document Title:
DRAIN AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM/ PLAN BY JOHN CLEMENS, L.A./ ;
SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
OCT-1920
Notes:
(Plan is identified as # 1 but only has a slight resemblance to the copies of plan
# 1. It does match the material called for in the P/I Card.)/ Rec'd 26-Jan-1921,
P/I/
Ed. Note:"Dates" of Oct-1920 and January 1921 may be in error; record correspondence indicates initial contacts
regarding this project did not occur until December 1921.
Item Number:
5151--1-pt1 * [indicates plan with copy in MPA files]
Document Title:
PLAN BY JOHN CLEMENS, L.A./ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
25-JAN-1922
Item Number:
5151-z1
Document Title:
PHOTO OF CLAY MODEL OF MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/
Dates:
02-JAN-1922
Notes:
(Blueprint of a photograph of an architectural drawing.)
Item Number:
5151-2-pt1 ** [indicates plan with copy in MPA files, and included herein in Appendix B]
Document Title:
PRELIMINARY SKETCH PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
FEB-1922
Item Number:
5151-3 **
Document Title:
SKETCH TO ACCOMPANY/ PRELIMINARY PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE
PERSPECTIVE
Dates:
01-FEB-1922
Item Number:
5151-3-pt1
Document Title:
SKETCH TO ACCOMPANY/ PRELIMINARY PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE
PERSPECTIVE
Dates:
01-FEB-1922
Item Number:
5151-3-pt2
Document Title:
SKETCH TO ACCOMPANY PRELIMINARY PLAN / ; SCALE
PERSPECTIVE
Dates:
01-FEB-1922
Item Number:
5151-3-pt3
Document Title:
SKETCH TO ACCOMPANY/ PRELIMINARY PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE
PERSPECTIVE
Dates:
01-FEB-1922
Item Number:
5151-4
Document Title:
STUDY FOR FOUNTAIN/ ; SCALE 3/8"= 1'
Dates:
07-MAR-1922
Item Number:
5151-4-pt1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR FOUNTAIN/ ; SCALE 3/8"= 1'
Dates:
07-MAR-1922
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DRAWINGS AT ONHS, CONT.
Item Number:
5151-4-pt2
Document Title:
STUDY FOR FOUNTAIN/ ; SCALE 3/8"= 1'
Dates:
07-MAR-1922
Item Number:
5151-6
Document Title:
PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
01-MAR-1922
Notes:
Engineer Department, City of Jacksonville, Florida, recto/ Rec'd OB. 17-Mar1922, st. recto/
Item Number:
5151-6-pt1
Document Title:
PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Purpose:
TOPO (Topographical)
Dates:
01-MAR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7-pt1
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7-pt2
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7-pt3
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7-pt4
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN/ ; SCALE 3/8"= 1' & 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-7-pt5
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN/; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-8
Document Title:
BRONZE TABLET FOR FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
18-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-8-pt1
Document Title:
BRONZE TABLET FOR FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
18-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-8-pt2
Document Title:
BRONZE TABLET FOR FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
18-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-8-pt3
Document Title:
BRONZE TABLET FOR FOUNTIAN/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
18-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151-9
Document Title:
MEMORIAL FOUNTIAN/ NOTES BY MR. BRYANT ON REINFORCEMENT/ ; SCALE
VARIOUS
Dates:
17-APR-1922
Appendix A - List of Drawings in Archival Collections
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DRAWINGS AT ONHS, CONT.
Item Number:
5151- 10
Document Title:
PORTION OF BRONZE TABLET/ PORTION OF NAMES/ ; SCALE 1"= 1' & FSD
Dates:
25-APR-1922
Item Number:
5151- 11
Document Title:
THREE METHODS OF SECURING BRONZE TABLETS TO WALLS OF BUILDINGS/ ;
SCALE 1"= 1'
Dates:
28-APR-1922
Notes:
Rec'd from Gorham Mfg. Co. P/I/ (Includes engineering details.)/
Item Number:
5151- 12 **
Document Title:
GRADING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
19-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151-12-pt1
Document Title:
GRADING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
19-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151- 13 **
Document Title:
SUGGESTIONS FOR RIVERSIDE AVENUE GATES/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1' & 1/4"= 1'
Dates:
24-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151- 13 - pt1
Document Title:
SUGGESTIONS FOR RIVERSIDE AVE. GATES/ ; SCALE 1/4" = 1' & 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
24-MAY-1922
Notes:
OBLA,orig/ For Revision See # 17, P/I/ ( Lists materials.)
Item Number:
5151- 14 - sh1 **
Document Title:
SKETCHES, ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FOR PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
29-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151-14-sh1-pt1
Document Title:
SKETCHES ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL FOR PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
29-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151-14-sh2
Document Title:
PAVEMENT AT FOUNTAIN PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
29-MAY-1922
Notes:
OBLA, recto/ Superseded by Plan No. 18, recto/
Item Number:
5151-14-sh2-pt1
Document Title:
PAVEMENT OF FOUNTIAN PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
29-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151- 15
Document Title:
SUGGESTION FOR LIGHT FIXTURE/ ; SCALE 1"= 1'
Dates:
31-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151-15-pt1
Document Title:
SUGGESTIONS FOR LIGHT FIXTURE/ ; SCALE 1"= 1'
Dates:
31-MAY-1922
Notes:
OBLA,orig/ Copy of Washington D.C. Light Fixture, filed under Standard Detail.
Item Number:
5151-15-pt2
Document Title:
SUGGESTION FOR LIGHT FIXTURE/ ; SCALE 1"= 1'
Dates:
31-MAY-1922
Item Number:
5151-16-sh1
Document Title:
MEMORIAL PARK CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
09-JUN-1922
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DRAWINGS AT ONHS, CONT.
Item Number:
5151-16-sh1-pt1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1/2"= 1'
Dates:
10-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-16-sh1-tp1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1 1/2"= 1'
Dates:
10-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-16-sh2
Document Title:
MEMORIAL PARK CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1 1/2" = 1'
Dates:
09-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-16-sh2-pt1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1/2"= 1'
Dates:
12-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-16-sh2-tp1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR CENTRAL TABLET/ ; SCALE 1 1/2"= 1'
Dates:
12-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-17
Document Title:
RIVERSIDE AVE. GATES/ ; SCALE 1/8" = 1' & 1/4"= 1'
Dates:
12-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-17-pt1
Document Title:
RIVERSIDE AVE. GATES/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1 & 1/4"= 1'
Dates:
12-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-18
Document Title:
PAVEMENT OF FOUNTAIN PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
13-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-18-pt1
Document Title:
PAVEMENT OF FOUNTIAN PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1'
Dates:
13-JAN-1922
Item Number:
5151-19
Document Title:
PLANTING STUDY/
Dates:
14-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151-19-pt1
Document Title:
PLANTING STUDY/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
14-JUN-1922
Notes:
OBLA,orig/ Revised 18-Jan-1923, orig/
Item Number:
5151-19-pt2
Document Title:
PLANTING STUDY/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
14-JUN-1922
Item Number:
5151- 20 **
Document Title:
ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FOR FOUNTAIN PLAZA AND ESPLANADE/ ; SCALE
VARIOUS
Dates:
07-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151-20-pt1
Document Title:
ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FOR FOUNTIAN PLAZA AND ESPLANADE/ ; SCALE
3/4"= 1' & 3"= 1'
Dates:
07-JUL-1922
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Item Number:
5151- 21 **
Document Title:
PLANTING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Notes:
OBLA,recto/ Revised 18-Jan-1923, recto/ Approved for Issue by D. recto
Item Number:
5151-21-pt1
Document Title:
PLANTING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151- 22 **
Document Title:
PARAPET WALL FOR ESPLANADE/ ALTERNATIVE FOR IRON RAILING SHOWN ON
PLAN NO. 20/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151-22-pt1
Document Title:
PARAPET WALL FOR ESPLANADE/ ALTERNATIVE FOR IRON RAILING SHOWN ON
PLAN NO. 20/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151- 23
Document Title:
STUDY FOR LETTERING ON TABLET/ ; SCALE F.S.D.
Dates:
1922
Item Number:
5151 24-pt1
Document Title:
PLANTING PLAN/ PLANTING NOTES BY DAWSON, JAN-1923/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151-24-pt2 **
Document Title:
PLANTING PLAN/ PLANTING NOTES BY DAWSON, JAN-1923/ ; SCALE 1"= 20'
Dates:
10-JUL-1922
Item Number:
5151- 25
Document Title:
REVISED SKETCH OF BASIN OF FOUNTIAN SHOWING PROPOSED TREATMENT OF
BRONZE PANELS/ ; SCALE 3/4" = 1'
Dates:
24-FEB-1923
Item Number:
5151-26-pt1
Document Title:
SUPPLEMENTARY DETAILS OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE VARIOUS
Dates:
26-MAR-1923
Notes:
Greeley & Benjamin Architects, Bisbee Bldg. Jacksonville, FL. orig/ Comm. 325,
Sheet 5, orig/
Item Number:
5151- 26 - pt2
Document Title:
SUPPLEMENTARY DETAILS OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
26-MAR-1923
Notes:
Greeley & Benjamin Architects, orig/ Comm. 325, Sheet 5, orig/ R.A. Benjamin
Registered Architect, State of Florida,(embossed stamp), recto/ Rec'd OB. 06Aug-1923, st. verso/
Item Number:
5151-27-sh1
Document Title:
REVISED SKETCH OF BASIN OF FOUNTIAN SHOWING PROPOSED TREATMENT OF
BRONZE PANELS/ ; SCALE 3/4" = 1'
Dates:
13-AUG-1923
Item Number:
5151-27-sh2
Document Title:
STUDY FOR BRONZE TABLET/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
27-AUG-1923
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DRAWINGS AT ONHS, CONT.
Item Number:
5151-27-sh2-pt1
Document Title:
STUDY FOR BRONZE TABLET/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1'
Dates:
27-AUG-1923
Item Number:
5151-28
Document Title:
STUDY FOR LETTERING BRONZE TABLET/ ; SCALE FULL SIZE
Dates:
13-AUG-1923
2. DRAWINGS HELD AT JHS
Reviewed at the archive at 814 Palmetto St., Jacksonville, FL, September-October 2012. The following drawings of
Greeley and Benjamin Architects are available for review at JHS. These are cyano negative (white on blue
background)prints and/or hand-drawings on trace paper or on top of cyano prints and in fragile condition. Copies
were not obtained.
Note: According to JHS inventories, copies of many of the above listed Olmsted Brothers drawings are in JHS archives, however,
many of these were not located or reviewed during this time. Drawings available for review were duplicates of plans already in
MPA possession, with the exception of #5151-24, a copy of which was obtained and is included in Appendix B.

Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:
Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:
Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:
Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:
Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:
Drawing Number:
Description:
Dates:

1
Ink notes and markups of blueprint of Olmsted Plan 5151-22 (20-May-1922), site details (see
above)
26-Mar-1923 / rev. 18-Jun-1923
3
Ink notes and markups of blueprint of Olmsted Plan 5151-14-1 (28-Jul-1922), plaza details
(see above)
26-Mar-1923 / rev. 18-Jun-1923
4
Ink notes and markups of blueprint of Olmsted Plan 5151-7 (rev. 20-Apr-1922), "Memorial
Fountain"
26-Mar-1923 / rev. 18-Jun-1923
5
Hand drawn on trace paper, Plaza Plan with paving pattern, details of balustrade showing
eagle and urn
6
Ink notes and markups of blueprint of Olmsted Plan 5151-20 (7-Jul-1922), site details (see
above)
26-Mar-1923 / rev. 18-Jun-1923
no number
New Balustrades - Memorial Park: shows addition of + 175 feet of balustrade along
esplanade on each side of plaza, to match "existing balustrade" at plaza
24-Dec-1923
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MEMORIAL PARK MASTER PLAN ‐‐ APPENDIX PART B
OLMSTED BROTHERS DRAWINGS ‐ COPIES IN MPA FILES
1. Plan 5151‐‐1‐pt1: PLAN BY JOHN CLEMENS, L.A./ ; SCALE 1"= 20' [base drawing/tree survey], 25‐
JAN‐1922 [not included herein]
2. Plan 5151‐2‐pt1: PRELIMINARY SKETCH PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20', FEB‐1922 (digital copy provided by
COJ Planning Dept.)
3. Plan 5151‐3: SKETCH TO ACCOMPANY/ PRELIMINARY PLAN OF MEMORIAL PARK/ ; SCALE
PERSPECTIVE [i.e., not to scale], 01‐FEB‐1922
4. Plan 5151‐ 12: GRADING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20', 19‐MAY‐1922
5. Plan 5151‐ 13: SUGGESTIONS FOR RIVERSIDE AVENUE GATES/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1' & 1/4"= 1', 24‐MAY‐
1922
6. Plan 5151‐ 14 ‐ sh1: SKETCHES, ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FOR PLAZA/ ; SCALE 1/8"= 1', 29‐MAY‐
1922
7. Plan 5151‐ 20: ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FOR FOUNTAIN PLAZA AND ESPLANADE/ ; SCALE VARIOUS,
07‐JUL‐1922
8. Plan 5151‐ 21: PLANTING PLAN/ ; SCALE 1"= 20', 10‐JUL‐1922
9. Plan 5151‐ 22: PARAPET WALL FOR ESPLANADE/ ALTERNATIVE FOR IRON RAILING SHOWN ON
PLAN NO. 20/ ; SCALE 3/4"= 1', 10‐JUL‐1922
10. Plan 5151‐24‐pt2: PLANTING PLAN/ PLANTING NOTES BY DAWSON, JAN‐1923/ ; SCALE 1"= 20', 10‐
JUL‐1922

APPENDIX B ‐ Olmsted Brothers Drawings
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MEMORIAL PARK MASTER PLAN ‐‐ APPENDIX C
LIST OF SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS (FOLLOWING PAGE 2)
Copies provided courtesy of the Jacksonville Historical Society (where so marked), from the Anne Wright Freeman
and Richard Burroughs donations; by the City of Jacksonville, Parks & Recreation Department (items 1, 17, 18 and
19); by the MPA (item 16); and by David Sacks Landscape Architecture from microfilms obtained from the Library of
Congress, Olmsted Associates Records (Manuscripts Division, LOC, Washington, DC).

1. May 6, 1920
2. Jan. 23, 1922

Donation Solicitation Letter from Citizens Memorial Committee
OB (J. F. Dawson's) notebook pages, including an initial sketch of the park layout concept,
from his meeting in Jacksonville. (Compare to Plan 5151‐2 in Appendix B). "We are to make plan for fountains ‐
want walks ‐ grdg ‐ basin ‐ plaza ‐ etc. ‐ to open Nov 11th 1922. Tablets to be in bronze...Bronze sphere 8' diam
with figures in relief ‐ Figure on top with out stretched arm ‐ 12' high...set in middle of 28' water basin with
tablets incldg 800 names from all over state"
3. Feb. 3, 1922
OB (Dawson) to NC explaining the whole design intent for the park. Attached were Plans
5151‐2 and 5151‐3 (see Appendix B).
4. Feb. 8, 1922
OB (Dawson) to NC. On page 2 he explains that the design does not include "straight parallel
walks along the boundaries of the park" so as to encourage people to walk through, rather than along, the park,
and to provide more park space given the small acreage.
5. Mar. 2, 1922
Report to File by Dawson of meeting with the Citizens Committee. Describes how Morgan
Gress of the Committee negotiated with Dawson in the car, before meeting with the full Committee ("most of
whom were women"), a reduced fee for construction drawings. The Committee had been shocked at the price
of the proposal but felt it would be a "great pity...to attempt to go with anybody else in carrying out Olmsted
Brothers plans." Dawson agreed to a cut fee with the understanding that certain plans, like planting, would be
developed in less detail, letting a local nurseryman work out finalizing the quantities and final selections of
plants; and that Benjamin & Greeley, Jacksonville architects, would prepare details and specifications and
oversee bidding and construction.
6. May 9, 1922
OB (Hubbard) to Charles Adrian Pillars. In response to Pillars' objections to the raised basin
and the height at which the sculpture would be placed, this letter describes OB's design intent for the sculpture's
setting: "[The] figure and the globe, in the setting which we have suggested, will dominate the whole park in a
dignified way and will be seen in pleasing silhouette against the distant sky line...." OB also argues Pillars'
suggestion for a sunken basin would be prohibitively expensive.
7. May 9, 1922
OB (Hubbard) to NC reiterating OB's objections to Pillars' suggestions.
8. July 11, 1922
OB (Dawson) to NC. Cover letter for the planting plan, explaining the intent for the whole
park landscape. Dawson notes "we have gone into it a little more in detail" than originally planned, feeling that
this would be "a little more helpful to you and to whoever planted the plants and...criticized the plan." OB still
expects that a nurseryman will use the plan as a basis for substituting other, more readily available or
horticulturally suited plants; but Dawson cautions, "be sure that they substitute plants that have a similar
character and habits."
OB (Dawson) to NC confidentially asking her help in heading off a suggestion by the local
9. July 12, 1922
architect overseeing the contracting, Roy Benjamin, to change the esplanade trees to Lombardy poplars.
10. [probably mid‐late July, 1922]
NC to Dawson. Requests a design for a bench, as "simple, dignified and as
inexpensive in construction as possible," to use in lieu of the City standard type which she judges "a
monstrosity;" and assures Dawson she will "control that matter" of the esplanade trees. Also mentions the
extreme difficulty of getting the names of the war dead.
List of Selected Correspondence (Following)
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11. July 21, 1922

W. Harold Hume [Glen St. Mary Nursery] to NC critiquing the plant list and offering

suggestions.
12. Dec. 19th, 1922
NC to Dawson with suggestions for the planting based on "several sessions" reviewing the
plan with Dr. Hume.
13. Jan. 9, 1923
Dawson to NC with responses to her suggestions on planting. While OB incorporated many
of them, Dawson resisted any introduction of variegated plants: "I wish to say that in our plantings we have
never used to any extent the variegated forms of plants, unless absolutely requested to do so. It is not only that
the variegated form indicates a weakened physical condition of the plant, but we have always felt that it causes
a lack of harmony in the foliage effects."
14. Jan. 19, 1923
OB (Marchand) to NC transmitting the revised planting plan (see Appendix B, drawing 5151‐
21) and noting the changes that have been made.
15. Jan. 1923
Plant List for Plan 5151‐21 (transcribed by Jake Ingram, MPA)
OB internal document recognizing Dawson as "Employee of the Month." Dawson was one of
16. Apr. 1940
the "plantsmen" of the firm; his father was a distinguished horticulturist who helped found the Arnold
Arboretum; Dawson was born in the family's home on the Arboretyum grounds.
17. May 30, 1950
"Sculptor's Vision in Creating Memorial Statue is Related; Description Written by C. Adrian
Pillars of Youths' Sacrifice Printed as Dead Honored," Florida Times‐Union [typewritten transcript; digital copy at
City of Jacksonville Parks & Recreation Department]
18. 1933 ‐ 1945
C. Adrian Pillars biographical information excerpted from the American Art Annual, Who's
Who in America and the Dictionary of American Painters, Sculptors and Engravers [typewritten transcripts;
digital copy at City of Jacksonville Parks & Recreation Department].
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CITIZENS MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
{MO'Dlmint Inaugurated by fbe ~otary Club. E';dor,i,~ bv fbI Kiflla;,is Club, The .Amflrie";' Legion
and Olbe, O'ganiraliolls Whose Names .Appear On the 'R,n:erse Side

'~:ro)'erect

a Memorial to the 768 Soldiers, Sailors and Marines of the State of Florida, who lost their lives i~
'the Service during the World War. To be located in the beautiful City Park on the water front in Riverside.
To be of pennanent character and to have inscribed upon it the names of these dead. To cost approximately
,150,OOO.Op and to be paid for through Voluntary Public .Subscription by the Citizens of Duval County.
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John Clark
Frank'lIla .. hall
"R. C. Pelllcer
Mr•• Elizabeth Johnson

CO. Fr.:nERATION OF
· WOMEN'S CLUBS
-Miss Ruth Rich
Mr<i. C. W. Crooke
Mrs. Cha"l. T. Paxon
Mrs. A. R

SchulinR"
Mrs. D. W. Blount
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION
·~.{r8. GitC"s Wilson
Mrs. J. W. Simmons
·M ... G E. Baty
· Mis. Ellis .

I

-

_ O,E.S.
"Mrs. Beulah M. Warner
Mr>. W:H. Redding
Mrd. P. Colson Perry
Mr•• Cora R. Franz
Mr•• T. Hurd Kooker
t,':

Io::l

COi\1MITTEE AT LARGE
·Mis8 Louise Meigs
"Mrs. Howard Dexter
"Miss Edith Gray
"Lieut. Col. R. L. ,Boyd
Mrs. J. P. Murphy
Mrs. W. W. Cummer
Mrs. Arthur G. Cummer
Mr •. Mark F1eishel
Mrs. Cromwell Gibbons
Mrs. Morgan V. Gres.
Mrs.' John· E.- Hartridlle
Mr•• A. S. Hubbard
Mrs. S. B. Hubbard.
Mrs. Frank E. JennmlTll
Mr•. John C. L'Engle
IIlrs. Edward L'Engle
Mrs. Juatice Lee
Mr•• B. H. Barnett
Mrs. Hen17 Clark
Mr•• W. P. Corbett
Mrs. John L. Doggett
Mrs. John W. DuBose
Mrs. G. C. Bucci
Mrs. James W. Spratt
Mrs. James Y. Wilson
Mrs. L A. Zachariaa
F. C. Groover
Lawrence Haynes
Harry B. Hoyt
W. J. Kell,.
E. W. Lane
Dr, E. N. Llell

W. M. :McCrolT
W. A. :McDu!!

W. R.
H. B.
L. G.
G. M.
Capt.

'r'

Carter
Minium
Moore
Parker
A. B. Potter
R. J. Riles
C. P. Rogers
Samuel Shertall
~A. D. Stevens
,
J. P. Taliferro
, 'Giles L. Wilson
Chas. S. Adams
A. E. Adamson
John T. Alsop
A. P. Anthony
John D. Baker
F. G. Barfield
S. H. Berg
John S. Bond
J. G. Boyd
N. P. Bryan
W. A. Hallow ... Jr.
R. P. Daniel
N. M. Heggie
C. P. Kendall
E. J. L'Engle
J08. H. McL~l1rin
Richard P. Marks
Arthur Me;",.
Waiter Mucklow
Julian Paul
John H. Powell
Thuraton Roberta
D. H. Doig

Elli. Cren.haw
-R. V. Coving-ton
R. R. Rosborou!!h
H. H. Simmons
J. N. C. Stockton
H. M. Taylor
Capt. W. M. Tupper
C. W. Zaring
C. Buckman
Ben. Burbridge
J. E. Byrne.
Cha•. A. Clark
Goo. W." Clark
W. F. Coachman
Chas. M. Cooper
Montgomery Corse
J. H. Crosby
J. A. Cunningham'
Tho.. B. Hamby
John E. Hartridge
Juliu. Hirschburg
F. E. Jennings
Dr. E. M. L'Engle
C. B. McNair
John W. Martin
A. R. Merrill
A. N. O'Keefe
Alex. Ray
John L. Roe
Dr. E. M. Sanderson
T. H. Sompayrac
W, M. Stockton
J. C. Temple
·W. A. Elliott

"Geo. B. Hill.
°Lieut. Col. F. G. Barfield
A. T. Williams
T. P. Denham
Horace Drew
W. E. Terry
W. N. Dunham
T W. Dunk
D. M. Flynn
L. Furchgott
John A. Futch
Robert Gamble
Geo. W. Gibbs, Jr.
Frank S. Gray
B. K. Hanafourde
B."W.·Hayne.
J. D. Holmes
W. E. Kay -.
C. M. Lewi.
D.R.McNeill
Geo. H. Mason
C. D. Mills
T. M. Palmer
A. F, Perr,.
Don ReR"ister
C. B. Rogers
W. L. Sharkey
Joho Stephen.
R. L. Stringfellow
Geo. W. Thames
S. F. Williams
Loren H. GreeD
R. T. Arnold

Harry Hoyt

·Stars d.note members composing the Executive Committee.
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Jacksonville, Fla. _ _ _ _ _ _ 1920
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER. Trelliurer:
Bell Telephone BIdS.• Jacklonville. FIll.

In consideration of the subscriptions by
others, I hereby agree to pay to the order of
Citizens' Memorial Committee on demand

!
[

!::--- ..,,'._-

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dollars($
)
and a like amount Novemher 1st, 1920, and a
like amount May 1st, 1921.

,-

(Signed) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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FROM THE OFFICE 9F OLMSTED BROTHERS.

- 2 ..
'

.

.

The beds in the angles ot walks d*rectly

oppos1'e the corrier entrances show the use ot lao
(oleanders). We would suggost 120 (waJJhingtorila'
robueta) 8S preferable tor this prominent location.
.
lIou1d suggest in grouping ot 135. the.·.planting
of,Nandlna domestlca in the place of Abella grand1flora,
wh1~h has a decided tendena,Y to grow woody and uhattractlv
in the course of a "te'~ years.
-. .
Please compare plan of July 11th and .August
The fo:mer omits No. 13 entlre~ and tho ~atter
men~ion8 14 Durantia for 113, when, in reality, we

29th.

oheck up 30 plants on the plan.

We feel that snaoes marked 130--36 and #30--40 might be most advantageoualy changed to groups 0.'£
.
palms--ench grouping distinct from ~pe used in.th oth.r.

.
There has been some error--typographical or
'
otherwise--a8 regards H29-.. Crepe llyrt1e or (Lager troem1a'.

indica) 106 -plants are designated to be plaoed 4.inches }
apart.
This could not ,possibly be done, ,sUice this
18 1n X"ea11~y such a large shrub that 1 t lI1ight...JU:.mOBt.
:be' termed a tree. Further.oor4 it 1s deciduous and it
used at all should ~p. scattered, and so placed e..s to
give a bit of color when in bloom (which would b~ ver,y
nice) but be inconspicuous during the donnant sea ~n.
For large ma ter1al in that space or elsewhere, Bamboo
.
Arundina~ia ~alcata. Holly (which can be secured, being
sure of ita bearfng ber..-ies,and certainly belongs to
us) Bnd Pampas grass would all lJerve you well. ',.,
.
-4

~

-

.:

_

,

~

•

~

•

".

•

j

~-'

Lower materinls are more plentiful. ,Bugge's't
employing the following 1f you can utilize them ,to
-B.-dv:ant&ke. all are :n.on~de.clduous. hardy, in t~is.' cl~ate.
and good;
(; ~
,

::'

j'

.. I ;

'. -

~

!

:. _ : ~

J!rnntheoum 5·.l~:~t#~ght:dul. blue flower .
Olea Fragrans . 5t-~~moBt £ragrnnt.
'

Cestrum lioctomum . ':5'_•
, ~.~Callistomen Rigldus 4' ___ 5' red bloBS9m
Cephalotaxu8
4'---5' deep green 1o~fage
gc
Ligustrum Japonicum
3'---4· glossy -green foli.
Alpina Nutans 4'--6' swrt of lily, q~~led
- II sh' l~-f'lower",' 'JIe.ry large

: .bold 1 aves.

Una\.~~cked

by

.: scale etc.--excellEmt subject.
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FROM THE. OFFICE OF OLMSTED BROTHERS.
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i

liandina Domestica

!

:Pampas Grass,
Bamboo
! ' -8 t

~'.,;-4' dainty,

needs etrong'
sun for beet color
~tect ot foliag~.

,i

r

Arundinaria Falcata'-

Ground Cove ring

....

"

~.

,J
,

,"·

-,

··
i

> •.
"r. '

.

0

r Edging.

grows in dense Shade, common
name Bg 1ngerH
Coontie 15" .. -18",{~am1a Integrlto11a) this 18
indigenous here; deep gre n,'
tough fronds--rescmblee a
large fern, end would be mo st
attractive. .
D1anella (revol~ta~) 12·~~15· exce d1nclYha
'broad leaf grassy clUl1Ps
(uncertain where to procure
it--but good.)
Ophio Pongans 6" border plant-finer grass
leaves.
'
l!orea 1:r1d01de8 &n·~' African Iris--does w 11
herc--clwnps here end there
might add inte::-est to the plant ing.
,
Zeplleranthus lilies, pink va·riety. Ve,r:I' ).0",
not muoh foliage, but,~ive over,
from year to year and ~ould give
touch o~ color.
very satisfactolY here--if put in
Amaryllis.
strong sun; would also add color.
Snow drops. ,exce~lent. but can they be procur'ed?
Amomum

12~--18·

"

-

.

. Only too 'well do I' 'appreciate that Y;~W,:Will
-quickly grasp the tact that ti'..is list has been given
you by an amateur. I have not been able to' group

.? .

8lld systematize bl"ieiJ.y as o'ne accustomed

to tb1"s 'could

hav;e -8aid

hav:~' Done-.. bdlt I can assure you that what I
~eg~~ing these various plants can positively b'~'

(lepended upon.
"!' .
.... :

~

" " .

'

on

All is moving
rio,~ satiofactorily. and'there
eeems no reason w~ our plan1;ing can 'not be made" between

:':'

the middle and last

,.

.',

COpy
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I
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.

~.

• 1\.

of JanUary.

Yours truly t
(Signed) Ursa Arthur G.
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Item C.13

Item C.13

Item C.13

Item C.13

Item C.14

Item C.14

April 27, 2012
Plants Listed by The Olmsted Brothers for Memorial Park, proj 5151
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Quercus virginiana Live Oak 28
Pittosporum tobira (hedge) 80
Acacia longifolia 7 ‘Golden Wattle’ (invasive in California)
Quercus phellos Willow Oak 9
14 beds of 3700 plants including:
Plumbago capensis 910 (now P. auriculata)
Jasminum humile Yellow Jasmine 980 (a vine-like shrub to 12’ w/yellow flower
Lantana delicatissima 910 (now L. montevidensis; Trailing Lantana
Hedera helix English Ivy 900
6. 16 beds of 317 plants
Serissa foetida 96
Lantana, yellow 111
Lantana camara 111 (now a listed Florida Invasive Exotic)
7. 16 beds of 547 plants including
Ilex vomitoria Yaupon Holly 147
Spirea prunifolium Bridal Wreath 100
Spirea cantoniensis , double 150
Severinia buxifolia Boxthorn or Box Orange 150
8. 12 beds of 1,295 plants including
Nerium oleander 215
Olea fragrans 215 (Now Osmanthus fragrans) Tea Olive
Illicium anisatum 215 Japanese Anise tree
Ligustrum japonicum 215
Viburnum odoratissimum 220 Sweet Viburnum
Viburnum tinus 220 Laurustinus
9. Phoenix canariensis Canary Island Date Palm 7
10. NOT USED
11. Quercus virginiana Live Oak
12. Pittosporum tobira 305
13. Duranta plumieri Golden Dewdrop 30 (Now D. erecta)
14. Malaviscus arboreus 20 Turk’s cap
15. Ilex opaca 16 American Holly
16. Ilex cassine 3 Dahoon Holly
17. Gordonia lasianthus 31 Loblolly Bay
18. Cinnamomum camphora 16 Camphor Tree (a Cat. #1 Invasive Exotic)
19. Lantana delicatissima 223 (now L. montevidensis)
20. Washingtonia robusta 10 Mexican Fan Palm
21. Magnolia grandiflora 7 Southern Magnolia
22. Cocos australis 15 Pindo Palm (Now Butia capitata)
23. 15 beds of 693 plants including:
Viburnum tinus 185
Jasminum pubescens 254 Downy Jasmine (Now J. multiflorum)
Abelia rupestris 254 (Now A. grandiflora)

Item C.15

Plant List, Cont’
24. Plumbago capensis 46 S. African Leadwort (Now: P. auriculata)
25. Jasminum primulinum 187 Primrose Jasmine (Now: P. mesnyi)
26. NOT USED
27. Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 19
28. Myrica cerifera 3 Wax Myrtle
29. Lagerstroemia indica 14 Crape Myrtle
30. Nerium oleander 90
31. Camellia japonica 71
32. Jasminum pubescens 56 Downy Jasmine (Now: J. multiflorum)
33. 12 beds of 165 plants incl:
Magnolia fuscata 65 Banana Shrub (Now Michelia figo)
Camelia thea 50
Viburnum tinus 50
Albizzia julibrissin 5 Mimosa Tree (Now a Cat #1 Invasive Exotic)
34. Nandina domestica 40 Heavenly Bamboo (Now a Cat #1 Invasive Exotic)
35. 6 beds of 77 Plants incl:
Jasminum pubescens 26 Downy Jasmine (Now; J. multiflorum)
Abelia rupestris 26 Glossy Abelia (Now A. grandiflora)
Ilex vomitoria 25 Yaupon Holly
36. Dianella sp 780 plants Flax Lily
37. Ophiopogon sp 6,480
38. Cephalotaxus fortunei 16 Fortune’s Plum Yew
39. Arundunaria faleata 10 Bamboo
40. 7 beds of 1580 plants
Amomum 790 possibly Black Cardamom, A. subulatum, a ginger
Zamia integrifolia 790 Coontie Palm(Now Z. pumila)
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EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
APRIL 1940
Our employee of the month is James Frederick Dawson, (Fred).
Our current and former employees will want to join in honoring Mr. Dawson who has
been with the firm of Olmsted Brothers since 1906.
Fred was born into a respected local family. His distinguished father, Jackson Thornton
Dawson became the Head Gardner at the Bussey Institution in 1871. Re and Charles
Sprague Sargent developed the institution into the Arnold Arboretum, one of the most
important botanical institutions in the world. Dawson had an exceptional knowledge of
plants and their propagation. By 1917, he had raised a large part of the Arboretum's
plants fiom seeds as well as grown all of the Chinese and Japanese plants. He
hybridized several important roses, including the "Sargent" and during the last sixteen
years of his life to 1916 , he raised seedlings of over 3300 American hawthorns. While at
the Arboretum he raised 450,718 plants and distributed 47,993 packets of seed
throughout the world. He was legendary for his skills in plant propagation and clearly
had the "ultimate green thumb". A modest, generous, and kind genius, Jackson and his
wife, Minnie, had several children which included James and his brother, Walter, an
accomplished painter.
Professor Dawson's courses were an essential element in the education of anyone
wishing to become a part of the growing profession of landscape architecture. When
Arthur Shurcliff asked for advice fiom Charles Eliot in 1894 about entering the field,
Eliot advised him to take Dawson's Botany classes.
Fred was actually born at the Arnold Arboretum on January 13, 1874. The family was
living at that time in an apartment at the headhouse at the greenhouses (since tom down).
He attended West Roxbury High School, graduating in 1893. Afterward, he studied at
the Bussey Institution of Harvard and at the Arboretum until he joined us in 1896 in our
office, then named, Olmsted, Olmsted and Eliot. In 1906 he became an associate
member and a MI partner in 1922 of our fm,then, Olrnsted Brothers.
In his early work he concentrated on designing gardens and pleasure grounds which
would give esthetic pleasure to their owners and users. He entered into landscape
problems applying his fertile imagination and technical skills enthusiastically creating
gardens of immense beauty. When Arthur Shurcliff later described the early days of the
firm he referred to Dawson as "...the natural born plantsman" ,clearly a reference to his
upbringing and acquired skills.
As he worked with clients his special skill was to enable clients with creative urges to
develop their own gardens. Instead of attempting his own self expression, as an artist, he
was able to assist his clients in expressing their own creative impulses and by his own
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modesty, persistence, and skills bring about his clients delight in their own gardening
creations.
As time went on he was able to apply his concentration, driving energy, and ability to
handle tremendous pressure, to large "magnificent garden" landscape designs. Early on
he collaborated with John Charles Olmsted on the Sail Diego and the Seattle Expositions.
Fred was involved in a good number of residential developments. He contributed to
community planning in which there was a high priority placed upon siting the residences
to the topography and the surroundings. He was not interested in providing assistance to
developers who merely planned to maximize their subdivision lots. Nor was he
particularly interested in long range municipal and regional planning projects with their
unpredictability of results. .
Among the many types of design work in which he was involved, the following examples
are ones in which he was the principal designer or played a significant role.
Private Gardens: McDuffie, Berkeley, CA. Coe, Oyster Bay, L.I., NY. Jennings, Cold
Spring Harbor, L.I., NY. Penrose, Colorado Springs, CO. Woodward, Chestnut Hill,
PA. Parkx Seattle, WA. Louisville, KY. Fort Tryon Park, NY. Arboretum:
University of Washington, WA. Residential: Broadmoor Heights, Colorado Springs,
CO. Palos Verdes Estates, CA. Educational: Alabama State Colleges. Grove City
College, P A State Capitols: Olympia, WA. Montgomery, AL. Resort: Broadmoor
Hotel, Colorado Springs, Co. Industrial: New York Air Brake, Watertown, NY.
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. says about him "...his life (is) filled to the brim with creating
beauty for others and with the friendships his lovable character inspire(s)".
He became a member of the American Society of Landscape Architects in 1905 and was
elected a Fellow in the organization in 1914.
He lives in Brookline and is married to Hazel &ease) and they have four children;
Jackson Thornton, James Frederick, Robert Fletcher, and Jane Lease.

(James Frederick Dawson died one year after this Profile on April 23, 1941 at the age of
67 years.)
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SCULFTC1' S VISION Ii! C:i.ZATr;G [:E!'IO~IAI. STAYJE IS R:SLATED.
:3Y c. ADRIAl"'J PILLA.~S CF, YOU'YrlS' SA~L?IC:::; P;U:::'I3I) J..B DSJG

~:::SC:1I?TIOl;
~O::C-lli.J_

:·S:TT2N

City-'t·lide observance of l'~emorial DClY todc:ry 85ain focuses attr-ntion C:1 the -:.rellkna-m mon'.l."1lent in Hemorial Park here. The monum'?nt r~9res'?Ylti.-;~ a . -i."'1.,;e(1 fi;;ure
stcmdi.'1g a top a globe is one of the ci"bJ's most famous lanr::1~:')·:s· . lit.tle:mam fact about the monument ha:·mver is the hitherto un"Oublis:18c1 CJ ...:cou.."1t of
the vision '-Thich inspired the monument's creator, C. Adrian ?Ul:;>,rs, 8 noted
St. ;'u~ustine scul!"ter. In t.TO vivid pararr,rvphs Pillars related the erec:m 101hich
he ca~t into a reali~ when he designed the winged figure.
The b!"onze group Life Has conceived in an effort to create some for,: of !".emorial
which Hould be an eternal rec:inder 0: the boys H110 sacrificed themS21ves 1..'1 the
~.: m·ld 1·;ar· Pillars hTote . . Then he ~fkc.!2...!!!.or'::...._i.'1_1¥-20~
"I desire this 1118'110rial to pr~sent "the idea of life. its stru~'31es
and victory. ~..lhile strivin~ to !":lake a C01:190siticn, vis-:.;,alizi11E; this,
Ifound a poe;n by Alan Seeger, a soldi~r - victi'11 of t~e ·'-2C'· At
once I ScM the typical spirit of the boys ,,,:10 , . . .ent overseas - saw
with their eyesa ,'lorld L"1 the "L"'1sane ~rio of greed and 2'nbi tion,
caught in the ceaseless S'/ri't'l of selfishness ever sb u:; o:li."1:; z::;ai.."'1st
subnergence. I scr;·T these boys I.;ivbg up t~eir homes, S1,!eet):e2rts,
1,Tives and r:1.others to go overse2S ann t;lrou~l, the su""")re:-le s2c:" ifice
·make secura t"rle hay)Di.""1ess end safei.., of t~eir loved ones- -·!ith this
vivid picture in r:1.~d I constructed~ .:; sphere to represent t'ss
i70rld en~iraled with masses of S'/:irline; Hater DJpL·''ying the chaotic
earth forces. In this su:::-ging: 1:lGlSS of ':-raters. I shaged human fi<:;ures,
all strivin:; to rise above ttis ileoc stru'Sglin~ for me::"e e:-::istence.
L~s+
t'.-,ese u.
,"","~~___
....l.!-"":'
~·Ta..t."l·s T·".!+h
t;"e"1l"
I
c.... s"'·ro""'c'm·
.!...o. .. :;:,.
•• ..L.........
." _ . .1"''''''''''n -:~e-'r~'clt
-claced tte ,·;in:;ed figure of yo..:th, . 'c;presGn:.c:;tive of s:)iritual
life , the spirit of these bO~T:3 '.thich lias the spirit of victOTJr.
I~nortali~r attained not thro~~~ death, but deeds; not a victoljr
of brute force but spirit. The figure of youth sacr i ""iced ,'Jears his
u
cro"~·m oflQurels ""--Ion- Be holds 2:1 oli\t·:; 'branch, t~e c..-~--ir~-· cf ;:22ce.
1

1

l4.J.

L.Ul..!

("f
~

... .1.

L..,~

_L-.,J,.Cl.l.

__

-~..

,

The cescription of the eminent Sc"tuD:'or:1 s r:reaT:l does not G"G~c c_::.' c:lYH~lere on
the ::1asterpiece he created· So far ~s is kncr...m., :?illar' s d~s(;:·:-.."')tive paragraphs have not ceen published before. The I,;,eTTl.01 ial was u.l1veue,- :)!1
Christ~as Day 1924. Its creation Ivas the result of a move;;:ent st2rted b"tJ
the Jacksonville hotar:r Club the day after t::r; .Arr:listice end::.ng ~·torld ~>[ar
I 1·:as signed. A total of $52, 000 \'Tas raised LO fi.'1ance the menorial and
the Tl2!"!l.es of nearly 1200 .Floridans "!.;ho died in the first world cc"!!flict are
seal~d -into the r.lonument l s cornerstone.
1
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BURY RIVERSIDE AVE UTILITIES
RESTORE ENTRY PLAZAS
MARGARET ST.

MEMORIAL PARK DR.

RIVERSIDE AVE.

UPGRADE AND CONSOLIDATE SIGNAGE
(THROUGHOUT) - REDUCE VISUAL
CLUTTER, RESTORE KEY VIEWS,
REINFORCE PARK IDENTITY

REPLACE MODERN CONCRETE BOLLARDS
WITH VISUALLY UNOBTRUSIVE
BOLLARD & CHAIN SYSTEM

RESTORE ORIGINAL DESIGNED
FLAGPOLE LOCATION

INCREASE LIGHT LEVELS IN
SELECTED AREAS
CREATE AND/OR PRESERVE OPEN SPACES
CONSISTENT WITH ORIGINAL DESIGN
• VISUAL CONTRAST
• HORTICULTURAL VARIETY
• VISITOR USE
• SECURITY

REPLACE ALL PERIMETER FENCING
REPAIR WALLS
RESTORE PERIMETER PLANTINGS ALONG
EAST AND WEST SIDES OF PARK
RENOVATE ALL TURF AREAS

RENOVATED / EXPANDED BED WITH
PALM ACCENTS

ADDRESS PARK INFRASTRUCTURE
• BULKHEAD
• DRAINAGE
• IRRIGATION
• IRRIGATION
• SOIL REGENERATION
• TREE/WALKWAY CONFLICTS

HORTICULTURAL INTENSIFICATION (TYP.)
- AT STRATEGIC LOCATIONS

RESTORE LANDSCAPE ACCENTS
FRAMING VIEW TO SCULPTURE PLAZA
(BEDS/PALMS/PLANTINGS)

RESTORE FOUNTAIN
• RESTORE/ REPLACE PLUMBING
• RESTORE BASIN / CAST STONE WORK
• REMOVE LIGHTS (PROVIDE TREE MOUNTED
LIGHTING)

NEW PARK OFFICE
• STAFF/DOCENTS
• VOLUNTEERS HQ
• INFORMATION
• SECURITY
• MAINTENANCE

CONSERVE AND MAINTAIN SCULPTURE

RELOCATED MEMORIAL GARDEN/
“HISTORY GARDEN”
& DONOR RECOGNITION

REPAIR / REPLACE BENCHES AS NEEDED

RENOVATE PARK LIGHTING
REMOVE ESPLANADE POLES/
RESTORE ORIGINAL LIGHTING
(BALUSTRADE MOUNTED)

RESTORE OR REPLACE ALL CAST STONE
WORK AS DEEMED NECESSARY
BASED ON DETAILED EVALUATION
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DAVID SACKS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE ,
Avondale Estates, Georgia

LLC

www.davidsacks-rla.com
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MEMORIAL PARK MASTER PLAN
MASTER SITE PLAN
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